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A B S T R A C T
With the increase in the integration of functions, modern embedded systems
have become very smart and sophisticated. The typical examples of this ten-
dency are last generation mobile phones, which provide users with a large
panel of facilities for communication, music, video display, built-in camera,
Internet access, etc. These facilities are achieved by applications processing
huge amounts of information, referred to as data-intensive applications. Such
applications are also characterized by multi-clock behaviors since they often
include components operating at different activation rates during execution.
Embedded systems often have real-time constraints. For instance, in a
video processing application, there are usually rate or deadline constraints
imposed to image display. For this purpose, execution platforms must pro-
vide the required computational power. Parallelism plays a central role in
the answer to this expectation. The integration of multiple cores or proces-
sors on a single chip, referred to as multiprocessor systems-on-chip (MPSoCs)
is a key solution to provide applications with sufficient performance at lower
energy costs for execution. In order to find a good compromise between
performance and energy consumption, resource heterogeneity is exploited
in MPSoCs by including processing elements with different characteristics.
For example, core processing units are combined with accelerators such as
graphic processing units or field-programmable gate arrays. Besides hetero-
geneity, adaptivity is another important feature of modern embedded sys-
tems. It enables to manage in a flexible manner the performance parameters
w.r.t. variations of system environment and execution platform.
In such a context, the development of modern embedded systems has
become very complex. It raises a number of challenges considered in the
contributions of this document, as follows:
• First, since MPSoCs are distributed systems, how can one successfully
address their design correctness, such that the functional properties of
deployed multi-clock applications can be guaranteed? This is studied
by considering a correct-by-construction design methodology for these
applications on multiprocessor platforms.
• Second, for data-intensive applications to be executed on such plat-
forms, the next question is how can one adequately deal with their
design and analysis, while fully taking into account their reactive na-
ture and their potential parallelism?
• Third, when considering the execution of these applications on MP-
SoCs, the final question is how can one analyze their non functional
properties (for instance, execution time or energy) in order to predict
their execution performances? The answer to this question is expected
to serve for the exploration of complex design spaces.
This document aims to answer the above three challenges in a pragmatic
way, by adopting a model-based vision. For this purpose, it considers two
complementary dataflow modeling paradigms: the polychronous modeling
related to the synchronous reactive approach, and the repetitive structure
modeling related to array-oriented data parallel programming. The former
paradigm enables to reason on multi-clock systems in which components
vi
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interact without assuming the existence of a global or reference clock. The
latter paradigm offers a powerful specification of the massive parallelism
in a system as factorized repetitive dependency relations over multidimen-
sional structures.
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R É S U M É
Avec l’intégration croissante de fonctions dans les systèmes embarqués mod-
ernes, ces derniers deviennent très intelligents et sophistiqués. Les exem-
ples les plus emblématiques de cette tendance sont les téléphones porta-
bles de dernière génération, qui offrent à leurs utilisateurs un large panel
de services pour la communication, la musique, la vidéo, la photographie,
l’accès à Internet, etc. Ces services sont réalisés au travers d’un certain nom-
bre d’applications traitant d’énormes quantités d’informations, qualifiées
d’applications de traitements intensifs de données. Ces applications sont égale-
ment caractérisées par des comportements multi-horloges car elles compor-
tent souvent des composants fonctionnant à des rythmes différents d’activa-
tions lors de l’exécution.
Les systèmes embarqués ont souvent des contraintes temps réel. Par ex-
emple, une application de traitement vidéo se voit généralement imposer
des contraintes de taux ou de délai d’affichage d’images. Pour cette rai-
son, les plates-formes d’exécution doivent souvent fournir la puissance de
calcul requise. Le parallélisme joue un rôle central dans la réponse à cette
attente. L’intégration de plusieurs cœurs ou processeurs sur une seule puce,
menant aux systèmes multiprocesseurs sur puce (en anglais, multiprocessor
systems-on-chip – MPSoCs) est une solution clé pour fournir aux applications
des performances suffisantes, à un coût réduit en termes d’énergie pour
l’exécution. Afin de trouver un bon compromis entre performance et con-
sommation d’énergie, l’hétérogénéité des ressources est exploitée dans les
MPSoC en incluant des unités de traitements aux caractéristiques variées.
Typiquement, des processeurs classiques sont combinés avec des accéléra-
teurs (unités de traitements graphiques ou accélérateurs matériels). Outre
l’hétérogénéité, l’adaptativité est une autre caractéristique importante des
systèmes embarqués modernes. Elle permet de gérer de manière souple les
paramètres de performances en fonction des variations de l’environnement
et d’une plate-forme d’exécution d’un système.
Dans un tel contexte, la complexité du développement des systèmes em-
barqués modernes paraît évidente. Elle soulève un certain nombre de défis
traités dans les contributions de ce document, comme suit :
• tout d’abord, puisque les MPSoC sont des systèmes distribués, com-
ment peut-on aborder avec succès la correction de leur conception,
de telle sorte que les propriétés fonctionnelles des applications multi-
horloges déployées puissent être garanties ? Cela est étudié en con-
sidérant une méthodologie de distribution "correcte-par-construction"
pour ces applications sur plates-formes multiprocesseurs.
• Ensuite, pour les applications de traitement intensif de données à exé-
cuter sur de telles plates-formes, comment peut-on aborder leur con-
ception et leur analyse de manière adéquate, tout en tenant pleinement
compte de leur caractère réactif et de leur parallélisme potentiel ?
• Enfin, en considérant l’exécution de ces applications sur des MPSoC,
comment peut-on analyser leurs propriétés non fonctionnelles (par ex-
emple, temps d’exécution ou énergie), afin de pouvoir prédire leurs
performances ? La réponse à cette question devrait alors servir à l’ex-
ploration d’espaces complexes de conception.
viii
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Ce document vise à répondre aux trois défis ci-dessus de manière pragma-
tique, en adoptant une vision basée sur des modèles. Pour cela, il considère
deux paradigmes complémentaires de modélisation flot de données : la mod-
élisation polychrone liée à l’approche synchrone réactive, et la modélisation de
structures répétitives liée à la programmation orientée tableaux pour le par-
allélisme de données. Le premier paradigme permet de raisonner sur des
systèmes multi-horloges dans lesquels les composants interagissent, sans
supposer l’existence d’une horloge de référence. Le second paradigme est
quant à lui suffisamment expressif pour permettre la spécification du paral-
lélisme massif d’un système.
ix
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F O R E W O R D
First steps in research. My very first experience in the exciting world
of academic research dates back to my Master internship, started by the
end of 1999, in the Ep-Atr group (leader: Paul Le Guernic), which later
became Espresso group (leader: Jean-Pierre Talpin) at the IRISA lab. in
Rennes. Both groups investigate the correct design of safety-critical applica-
tions by considering the synchronous reactive approach. I started my Ph.D.
thesis in the Espresso group from October 2000. The defense was in May
2004. After that, I stayed in this group during one year and half as a re-
search associate and assistant professor affiliated to Université de Rennes
I. Within all this period, I addressed the design of avionic real-time ap-
plications with the synchronous programming language Signal. This coin-
cided with several studies in Espresso, on the polychronous semantic model
of Signal [164], considered as the reference model for this language nowa-
days. Note that the first studies about the Signal language have been ini-
tiated by Paul Le Guernic [160] in strong collaboration with Albert Ben-
veniste. Another major contributor is Thierry Gauthier, who developed the
first compiler of this language. For more details on the main contributors
to Signal, the reader can refer to the historical notes available in http:
//www-users.cs.york.ac.uk/~burns/papers/signal.pdf.
My work regarding Signal-based design and analysis has been supervised
by Paul Le Guernic and Thierry Gautier, who have been a constant source
of inspiration in my research over the past twelve years. My results have
contributed to an existing rich literature on how asynchronous mechanisms,
e.g., regarding communication, can be described and analyzed using the
synchronous reactive approach.
Maturity era. In September 2005 when I joined the DaRT team-project
led by Jean-Luc Dekeyser in Lille, this team was only two years old. Its
main research topic was about the codesign of data-intensive systems-on-
chip (SoCs) with a focus on the following issues: i) definition of a UML
profile1 for SoC comodeling, ii) compilation devoted to data-parallel con-
structs for an efficient mapping on multiprocessor platforms, and iii) sim-
ulation techniques mainly in SystemC. On my arrival in the team, I first
occupied a Post-doc position for one year. Then, I obtained a full-time po-
sition as a CNRS Research Scientist. In the same period, together with Éric
Rutten2, we initiated a connection between the research topic of DaRT and
the synchronous reactive approach. Our motivation was to exploit the com-
plementarity between the techniques inherent to both approaches. The early
work of Smarandache et al. [220] on a connection of the Alpha and Signal
languages was one important inspiration to us.
For seven years, I have been investigating, with colleagues, this comple-
mentarity in order to provide a satisfactory answer to the crucial design
issues of modern embedded systems. The obtained results are currently rel-
evant enough to contribute to the maturity of my research activity. I am
particularly grateful to Jean-Luc Dekeyser, Éric Rutten and Pierre Boulet for
1 Today integrated in the Marte standard profile [195] of the Object Management Group.
2 Éric Rutten joined the DaRT group in 2004 and moved to INRIA Grenoble in 2006. We both
belong to the synchronous approach community.
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our fruitful collaboration on this topic. Last but not least, I am deeply in-
debted to all my Ph.D. and Master students, and Post-doc colleagues, who
actively contributed to the different results summarized in this document.
On the other hand, my decision to defend this Habilitation thesis coin-
cides with an important re-organization3 of the DaRT group, around new
research topics currently under discussion. I such a context, I am planning
to join a new research group in another laboratory, in accordance with my
research perspectives highlighted at the end of this document.
Rationale of this synthesis document. This document is a summary
of my scientific contributions from my Post-doc to nowadays. It aims to
show in a coherent way how my research activity on the high-level design
and analysis of embedded systems has evolved from multi-clock distributed
applications to performance-demanding applications, such as data-intensive
applications.
To address the former applications, I considered the polychronous model-
ing paradigm, related to the synchronous reactive approach, to show how
they can be safely designed on globally asynchronous locally synchronous
(GALS) platforms, so that the correctness of their functional behaviors is
ensured.
To deal with the latter applications, I combined the polychronous model
with the repetitive structure modeling paradigm, which is suitable for describ-
ing massively parallel computations and platforms. Beyond the correctness
of the functional behaviors, I have been also exploring adequate ways to find
the best performance and energy/power trade-offs for these performance-
demanding applications. Here, the target execution platforms are multipro-
cessor systems-on-chip (MPSoCs)
How to consider the contents of this document. All results reported
in the contribution chapters, i.e., Chapters 2, 3 and 4, have been already
published in peer-reviewed journals and conferences. The presented mate-
rial therefore comes in major part from the related publications, which are
explicitly mentioned as margin notes throughout the text. In that way, the
reader can easily find more details about each summarized contributions.
Most of my papers that occur as references in this document are available
online via the websites of their editors. Finally, in order to easily assess my
achievements, an executive summary is provided at the end of each contribu-
tion chapter.
3 The LIFL lab. (Computer Science Laboratory of Lille, http://www.lifl.fr/) to which DaRT
belongs and the LAGIS lab. (focusing among others on continuous and discrete event dy-
namical systems, system safety engineering and vision and image processing in Lille, http:
//lagis.ec-lille.fr/) are going to be merged in order to create a unique laboratory in the
North of France, where the complementarity of their covered research areas will be better
promoted.
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1I N T R O D U C T I O N
In a keynote at the Euromicro conference on Digital System Design (DSD)
in 2006, Duranton [75] raised the following major challenges regarding high
performance embedded systems: the management of parallelism and time re-
quirements, the co-modeling for application mapping on execution platforms, and
correctness and efficiency of designs. These challenges must be addressed within
stringent time-to-market and low cost constraints. This document brings
some answer elements to address such challenges. It presents a summary of
my contributions since September 2004 on the design and analysis for multi-
clock and data-parallel applications on multi-processor embedded systems.
These works have been achieved successively at the IRISA (in Rennes) and IRISA stands for
Institut de Recherche
en Informatique et
Systèmes Aléatoires
(http://www.irisa.
fr/english/home.
html)
LIFL (in Lille) labs, associated with Inria. Most of the results have been ob-
LIFL stands for
Laboratoire
d’Informatique
Fondamentale de
Lille
(http://www.lifl.
fr/?languageId=1)
tained in collaborations with colleagues from different labs and countries.
The presented material partly comes from our common publications. I will
use “I” or “We” nominative cases when appropriate to present the results.
The remainder of this introductory chapter is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 1.1 discusses some major trends in embedded system design according
to which my research is driven; Section 1.2 summarizes my scientific contri-
butions; and Section 1.3 describes the outline of the document.
1.1 trends in embedded system design
Embedded systems are special-purpose computer systems combining soft-
ware and hardware components that are subject to external constraints com-
ing from environment and execution platforms. Their implementation on
chips, referred to as systems-on-chip (SoCs) makes them pervasive, ubiq-
uitous and suitable in many modern applications. Examples are consumer
electronics that currently propose very tempting electronic gadgets: digital
cameras, GPS receivers and video player. Among these, the most emblem-
atic products are probably mobile smart-phones providing an impressive
access to communication and entertainment services and social networking.
According to Parks Associates1, the number of mobile phone users world-
wide will reach 4.5 billion by 2013. At the same time, the percentage of
the marketing budget will increase to 150% according to Telefonica O22.
Even emerging and developing economies will significantly contribute to
this expected growth. Beyond their wide adoption in consumer electronics,
embedded systems are also present in the following application fields [76]:
automotive electronics such as in-vehicle entertainment systems; civil and
military defense such as radar, sonar, satellite systems and weather systems;
medical electronics such as surgical systems, imaging and diagnosis equip-
ments; computational science for simulating complex physical phenomena
such as climate modeling, seismic waves, behaviors of biological systems;
and business information processing from databases.
1 http://www.itfacts.biz/45-bln-mobile-users-by-2013
2 http://www.cellular-news.com/story/34048.php
1
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2 introduction
1.1.1 High function integration and data volumes
With the high integration of functions, embedded systems have become very
smart and sophisticated. Last generation mobile phones provide users with
a large panel of facilities for communication, music and video players, built-
in camera, Internet access, etc. Another example is the Sony PlayStation,
which integrates many similar functions. Future embedded multimedia sys-
tems are expected to keep on integrating more functions.
All these facilities within a single system lead to a processing of huge
amounts of information by the system. For instance, a mobile phone can
contain gigabytes of video, photo and music data files to process. Many of
the application domains mentioned previously include data-intensive process-
ing: applications operate on large data sets [214] or streams of data where
the processing mostly consists of data read/write and data manipulation.
The amount of manipulated data is expected to double every two years in
the future in these domains [47]. A number of common characteristics can
be observed in data-intensive applications:
• the sets of data are represented by multidimensional data structures,
e.g., multidimensional arrays, where dimensions express metrics such
as time, space, frequency, temperature, magnetic field, etc. The infor-
mation stored in these data structures are accessed either point-wise
via array indexes, or block-wise via monolithic data subsets.
• the computation of output data is achieved by applying operations
such as filters in multimedia signal processing to input data, indepen-
dently from the order in which these data are treated by operations.
The set of output data is often smaller than the set of input data.
When applications get access to data in the associated data-structures in
a regular and predictable way, they are often referred to as regular data-
intensive applications. Those characterized by unpredictable memory access
patterns, control structures and network transfers are referred to as irregu-
lar data-intensive applications. They typically manipulate pointer-based data
structures, e.g., linked lists, graphs and trees.
The above trends to increase the integration of functions and the amount
of data to be processed by applications inevitably amplifies the complexity
of the development for modern embedded systems. In addition, it strongly
calls for scalable design solutions.
1.1.2 Parallelism for high-performance and power-efficiency
Embedded systems often have real-time constraints, e.g., in a video pro-
cessing application, there are usually rate and deadline constraints imposed
to image display. Execution platforms must provide the required computa-
tional power. Parallelism plays a key role in the answer to this expectation
[88]. Instead of accelerating the clock frequency of each new processor gen-
eration as in a near past, technology providers such as Intel [39] now opt
for integrating multiple cores or processors on a single chip (by densifying
the number of transistors), referred to as multiprocessor systems-on-chip (MP-
SoCs) [242] in order to obtain better execution performances. As a result, the
traditionally adopted von Neumann model of computer architecture and se-
quential programming models should be revisited, or even discarded.
In addition to processors or cores, MPSoCs include components such as
accelerators for video and audio signal processing, communication means,
c©Abdoulaye Gamatié
1.1 trends in embedded system design 3
e.g., memories and their interconnects, and peripherals (see Figure 1). They
are adopted in the PlayStation 3, which uses a Cell Broadband Engine (CBE)
[149] composed of one PowerPC core and eight synergistic cores, i. e., single
instruction multiple data processing units, dedicated to data-intensive pro-
cessing. According to predictions of the International Technology Roadmap
for Semiconductors (ITRS) [140], the number of processing cores and mem-
ory size in portable equipments will increase by a factor of 6 in the next
eight years to reach around eight hundred processors.
Video
Accelerator
Audio
Accelerator
Bridge
Power
ManagerCPU_0 CPU_1
Memory
USB
UART
Bluetooth
GPIO
Wiﬁ
Figure 1: A simplified model of MPSoC.
Notice that the aforementioned performance enhancement of computer
architectures mostly concerns computing resources. While the latency of
computations achieved by multiple CPUs is reduced, it is not necessarily
the case for the overall temporal performance of systems due to inadequate
memory access time and data bandwidth in communications, via a shared
memory. The difference between CPUs and memory cycle times is currently
about a factor of 1000, referred to as memory wall [153].
The high-performance requirements of embedded systems go together
with the need to keep their power/energy consumption at a minimum
level (AA battery lifetime is de facto a metric in portable embedded sys-
tems today). Especially when the systems are embedded in portable devices
whose autonomy strongly depends on batteries. In order to find a good
compromise between performance and energy consumption, exploiting het-
erogeneity in multiprocessor systems seems to be promising. Such systems
include processing elements with various characteristics, e.g., architectures
with processors running at different frequencies, or architectures combining
core processing units (CPUs) and accelerators such as graphic processing
units (GPUs) or field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs). Accelerators al-
low to save energy when executing performance-demanding pieces of code
in data-intensive applications. For instance, the Xbox 360 (Slim) console3 of
Microsoft, which integrates CPU and GPU components on a chip, reduces
the power consumption by more than 20%. We refer to systems with the
same type of processing elements as homogeneous systems.
As an overall picture, Table 1 indicates next generation embedded applica-
tions with typical performance and power requirements obtained from [78].
A large part of these applications concerns data-intensive computation.
1.1.3 Adaptivity in embedded systems
Adaptivity is more and more desired in embedded systems for several rea-
sons. First, the ability to adapt to environment variations becomes very im-
portant. For instance, a video-surveillance embedded system for street ob-
servation adapts its image analysis algorithms according to factors like the
3 http://www.xbox.com
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Table 1: Performance/power needs of next generation applications (Gops, mW and
kW refer to Giga operations per second, milliwatt and kilowatt resp.) [78].
Field Application Performance Power
Mobile and Wire-
less Computing
Speech recognition, video compres-
sion, network coding & encryption
10–40 Gops 100 mW
High-
Performance
Computing
Computational fluid dynamics,
molecular dynamics, life sciences,
oil and gas, climate modeling
100–10000
Gops
100–
1000
kW
Medical Imaging
and Equipments
3D reconstruction, image registra-
tion and segmentation, battery-
driven health monitoring
1–1000
Gops
100 mW–
100 W
Automotive Lane, collision and pedestrian de-
tection, driving assistance systems
1–100 Gops 20–500
W
Home and Desk-
top Applications
Gaming physics, ray tracing, CAD
tools, EDA tools, web mining
10–1000
Gops
20–500
W
Business Portfolio selection, smart cameras,
asset liability management
1–1000
Gops
1–100 W
human activity (crowded place or not), luminosity (day or night) or the
weather. Some video-processing systems need to adapt their data process-
ing according to the consumption and production rates of input and output
information.
On the other hand, we can also observe the increasing variability of hard-
ware architectures in embedded systems [199]. Indeed, with the need to
provide high-performance via parallelism, the high integration of transis-
tors on a chip (e.g., more than two billions in the Intel 4-cores Tukwila)
imposes extreme chip manufacturing technologies such as the Intel 22 nm
Tri-Gate announced in 2011. Unfortunately, at this evolution, the percentage
of defects in chip manufacturing grows. As a result, a chip may not always
provide the full performance guarantees as expected, i.e. variability effects.
Embedded systems must adapt to this fact. Another limitation of current
chips comes from the enabled thermal dissipation of electronic components,
which imposes only a partial use of execution capacities. Depending on re-
quired computation power, an embedded system must adapt so as to exploit
the strict necessary chip resources. Such an idea is advocated by the dark
silicon chips [81] in which the number of transistors is greater than the one
they can supply in power.
Finally, we observe that reconfigurable computing, which has been studied
for several years [233], is getting mature nowadays. With the increasing pop-
ularity of FPGA-based design, it is a potential solution to the implementa-
tion of adaptive embedded systems.
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Position statement.
There is an enthusiastic debate on the nature of future embedded
systems, in which massive parallelism will be a key feature. This
evolution suggests a re-visitation of current design practice for an ad-
equate outcome. Many prominent prospective reports [76] [12] [153]
call for new programming models that fit well the design challenges
of future embedded systems. To fill this demand, I strongly believe
there is real opportunity to look back on existing models and build
on top of them the expected golden programming models. I advocate
the use of the well-established dataflow computing model [150] [73]
[239], via the combination of i) the multi-clock synchronous dataflow
model, supported by the synchronous programming languages [29],
and ii) the affine multidimensional dataflow model, supported by the
so-called repetitive structure modeling (RSM) based on the Array-
oriented language Array-OL [72]. This combination favors a very in-
teresting high-level design of embedded systems, by providing:
• a rich expressivity for modular description of concurrency and
massive parallelism in systems, as well as behavioral constraints
imposed by execution platforms and environment,
• a connection to a set of verification/analysis techniques and
tools for design assessment
• an access to efficient compilation techniques for loop and con-
trol optimized code generation towards distributed implemen-
tation platforms, e.g. MPSoCs.
Starting from studying the applicability of the so-called polychronous
model [164] (i.e., a multi-clock dataflow model that does not assume
a priori the existence of a global clock in a system) to the safe de-
sign of distributed embedded systems, I have been investigating the
integration of this model together with RSM, in a data-intensive MP-
SoC codesign framework [107]. The obtained results show that such
an approach can provide a rapid, flexible and relevant way to assess
multiple design alternatives, w.r.t. correctness, real-time constraints,
performances and energy. This is crucial for a successful and cost-
effective design of future embedded systems.
This promising outcome calls for continuing the development of our
high-level approach by taking into account other mainstream features
of future embedded systems, in particular their adaptivity or recon-
figuration needs. My on-going research already explores this direc-
tion, which I plan to study more in my future research, with a shift
to lower abstraction levels in order to finely address platform details.
From the trends presented in Section 1.1, it appears that with the tech-
nological advances, including the increasing integration of transistors in
chips and reconfigurable computing, embedded systems become extremely
sophisticated integrated systems. This obviously makes their design very
complex. Unfortunately, this evolution happens without taking care of the
limitations of existing design and verification tools. Within such a context,
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my contributions aim to the design of MPSoCs where correctness and per-
formance can be addressed at a high abstraction level to provide flexibility
and cost-effectiveness. The advocated solution targets adaptive embedded
systems achieving highly parallel regular applications with temporal con-
straints. The considered execution hardware platforms can be either homo-
geneous or heterogeneous.
Figure 2 summarizes my research activities since 1999, according to three
system design layers: software application, software/hardware interface and hard-
ware platform. My contributions only concern the first two layers. In the soft-
ware application layer, design and analysis issues are addressed by mainly
focusing on application functionality. In the software/hardware interface
layer, the interaction between software applications and hardware execu-
tion platforms is dealt with by explicitly taking into account features of
both parts.
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Figure 2: A visual summary of my contributions, according to system design layers
over the time represented by the horizontal line at the bottom (the French
acronym ATER denotes “Attaché Temporaire d’Enseignement et de Recherche”
and is equivalent to Assistant Professor position).
The first part of my contributions, devoted to polychronous design in Signal,
was initiated in 2000 during my PhD at IRISA lab and has been continued
until now. It concerns the safe design of distributed embedded systems and
an improved static analysis of multi-clocked application specifications for
optimized automatic code generation. The second part of the contributions
has started in 2005 after joining the LIFL lab (first as Post-doc, then as CNRSCNRS stands for
Centre National de la
Recherche
Scientifique
Research Scientist). It deals with the co-modeling of data-intensive appli-
cations on MPSoCs platforms. A modeling paradigm mixing data-parallel
computations, adaptive behaviors and temporal constraints has been stud-
ied. It mainly relies on the polychronous modeling and the repetitive struc-
ture modeling. The last part of the contributions is the most recent, i. e., from
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2008. Here, I have been building design space exploration techniques on top
of previous parts in order to tackle the correctness and performance issues
in MPSoC design.
During my research activities, I have participated to the advisory of three
PhD. students: two already defended and one ongoing (Figure 2 only shows
their starting period according to the horizontal temporal line). I also men-
tored two Post-doc fellows. In addition, notice that I have supervised several
Master students, which are not reported in Figure 2.
The next sections summarize my main contributions presented in this
document.
1.2.1 Polychronous design and analysis of systems
Embedded systems are usually composed of elements operating at various
rhythms, e. g., different sensor and actuator activation rates, communica-
tion bus and processors frequencies. From the overall point of view, this
naturally leads to multi-clock embedded systems in which multiple activation
clocks are related by constraints, capturing the interaction (synchronization
and communication) expected between system elements. MPSoCs are one
example of multi-clock and distributed embedded systems. The polychronous
modeling paradigm [164], adopted by the Signal language [26] [93], enables
to describe such systems without necessarily assuming a reference clock.
The interaction of different parts of a system is captured via precedence and
coincidence relations between event occurrences.
The next paragraphs summarize my main contributions on the polychro-
nous design of embedded systems.
design of multi-clock distributed embedded systems . Since
my PhD thesis defended in May 2004 in the Espresso group of IRISA (in Espresso stands for
Environnement de
spécification de
programmes réactifs
synchrones (http://
www.inria.fr/en/
teams/espresso)
Rennes), I have continued to investigate the design of multi-clock embed-
ded applications on architectures such as globally asynchronous locally syn-
chronous (GALS) ones [53] [188]. I consider the polychronous design model.
These studies are carried out in collaboration with colleagues from Espresso.
With Thierry Gautier and Paul le Guernic, I addressed methodological as-
pects for system design by providing a set of design rules based on correct
Signal program distribution method and a library of architecture compo-
nents. Such components include various asynchronous communication and
synchronization mechanisms that I modeled in Signal during my PhD thesis.
They have been integrated since then in Polychrony 4, the development en-
vironment of Signal. With Thierry Gautier, Jean-Pierre Talpin and Christian
Brunette, we also proposed a few pragmatic extensions for Signal in order
to facilitate control-oriented design as in Mode Automata [180]. This exten-
sion has been implemented in the Signal-Meta environment (SME), which is
a front-end of Polychrony in the Eclipse environment, and based on Model-
Driven Engineering (MDE) technologies.
static analysis of polychronous programs . Beyond design as-
pects, I have been involved in a few studies about the static analysis of
polychronous specifications, which is crucial for correctness and optimiza-
tion of automatically generated code. In particular, I focused on the verifica-
tion of numerical properties, which are not fully addressed with the widely
adopted Boolean abstractions in compilers of synchronous languages. This
4 http://www.irisa.fr/espresso/Polychrony
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research topic originated from early discussions with Paul Le Guernic dur-
ing my Master internship in 1999 within the Ep-Atr group of IRISA. TheseEp-Atr stands for
Environnement de
programmation
d’applications temps
réel (http:
//www.inria.fr/
en/teams/epatr)
studies were conducted in collaboration with Thierry Gautier and Loïc Bes-
nard of Espresso group, by considering an approach based on interval deci-
sion diagrams (IDDs) [224]. Then, more recently with Laure Gonnord from
the DaRT group of LIFL, and Sandeep Shukla and Bijoy Jose from the Fer-
DaRT stands for
Apports du
parallélisme données
au temps réel
(http://www.inria.
fr/en/teams/dart)
mat lab at Virginia Tech (VA, USA), we adopted an alternative solution
based on satisfiability modulo theory (SMT) [69].
The above investigations about the polychronous design of embedded
systems have been carried out mainly in the Polychrony environment. They
strongly favored a personal experience on Signal programming, which I
restituted in a book [93], edited by Springer in 2010.
1.2.2 Design of reactive data-intensive applications
As the parallelism level in both applications and execution platforms is
growing significantly, massively parallel embedded systems will be very
present in several application domains. This calls for adequate design con-
cepts offering an efficient and expressive description of the massive paral-
lelism inherent to data-intensive applications implemented on multiproces-
sor platforms. The repetitive structure modeling (RSM) paradigm [116] based
on the Array-OL formalism [72], expresses the massive parallelism as fac-
torized repetitive dependency relations over multidimensional structures.
Thanks to these features, it has been adopted in the UML/Marte standard
profile [195], for modeling and analysis of real-time and embedded systems.
An overview of my main contributions on the modeling and analysis of
reactive data-intensive applications is given below.
multi-paradigm modeling and analysis approach . From my
Post-doc started in September 2005 for one year, I have joined the DaRT
group of LIFL and Inria (Lille), which investigates the design of embed-
ded data-intensive applications on massively parallel architectures. My mo-
tivation was to explore the applicability of the polychronous model in this
specific application field. I closely collaborated with Éric Rutten, Jean-Luc
Dekeyser and Pierre Boulet to understand the link between the polychronous
and RSM modeling paradigms. In order to benefit from the respective capa-
bilities of both paradigms, we studied a translation of RSM specifications
into synchronous dataflow programs [103]. This has been achieved in the
context of the PhD thesis of Huafeng Yu [245] (co-advised with Éric Rutten
and Jean-Luc Dekeyser). The defined translation offers a bridge according
to which a designer can specify the potential parallelism of a given applica-
tion and produce a corresponding synchronous model analyzable with the
synchronous technology. Among the properties of interest in RSM models,
are the absence of causal cycles, absence of multiple assignments to array
variables, etc. They are safely addressed with compilers of synchronous lan-
guages. However, the main limitation of our translation is its scalability. As a
solution, with Pierre Boulet, we proposed a component-based abstraction by
using loop transformations to mitigate the massive parallelism expressed in
RSM. This promotes a modular design from which data dependencies can
be better managed. Parts of these results are covered by the five-months
Post-doc of Mohamed Fellahi, co-advised with Pierre Boulet.
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from static to dynamic model for codesign. The data depen-
dencies expressed within RSM only define a static partial ordering in appli-
cation behaviors. This is clearly not expressive enough to describe the dy-
namics related to control flows or temporal aspects. During the PhD thesis
of Huafeng Yu, we studied the refinement of a preliminary extension [157]
of RSM with modes and finite state machines, again inspired by Mode Au-
tomata. We proposed a generic extended model usable in SoC co-design lev-
els [70]: software application, hardware architecture, association of both. It is
one of the few propositions in literature mixing multidimensional dataflow
with control. It has been experimented in discrete control synthesis for mul-
timedia applications and hardware accelerators generation for reconfigura-
tion in FPGAs. On the other hand, in order to describe temporal aspects in
RSM, we proposed to refine data dependency specifications with abstract
clock constraints, expressed with the Marte Time concepts and the clock con-
straint specification language (CCSL) [16]. These constraints explicitly capture
suitable information about environment and execution platform properties
of systems. The result are clock traces reflecting simulation scenarios for a
system, which serve for an easy and rapid design assessment. This work
has been carried out in the context of the PhD thesis of Adolf Abdallah (co-
advised with Jean-Luc Dekeyser) and a collaboration with the colleagues
from the Aoste group of Inria and I3S (Sophia Antipolis). Aoste stands for
Modèles et méthodes
pour l’analyse et
l’optimisation des
systèmes temps réel
embarqués (http:
//www.inria.fr/
en/teams/aoste)
I3S stands for
Laboratoire
d’Informatique,
Signaux et Systèmes
de Sophia Antipolis
(http://www.i3s.
unice.fr/I3S/
presentation.en.
html)
Most of the above works have been experimented in the Gaspard25 design
environment, which uses Marte for the codesign of data-intensive SoCs.
1.2.3 Design space exploration for MPSoC codesign
Relevant design properties of embedded systems include functional correct-
ness, temporal performance, memory size and energy consumption. Tech-
niques such as physical prototyping and simulation are still widely used for
design assessment. However, with the increasing complexity of embedded
systems, they are insufficient to explore large design spaces. Leveraging
high abstraction levels is probably the key ingredient for overcoming this
limitation. Indeed, higher level approaches are fast, cost-effective and per-
mit relevant analysis of complex design spaces. The desired design space
exploration (DSE) solutions must identify adequate parallelism levels, con-
figuration parameters and hardware/software mappings, w.r.t. behavioral
correctness, best execution performance, memory and energy consumption.
In order to define such solutions for MPSoCs, I adopt two complementary
approaches, highlighted in the next.
dse for efficient data transfer and storage . From December
2009, I have been collaborating with Pierre Boulet and Rosilde Corvino, a
former Post-doc in DaRT group (co-advised with Pierre Boulet) on the def-
inition of DSE for data transfer and storage micro-architectures [63], which
include communication structures and memory hierarchies. Rosilde is re-
search scientist and project manager at TU/e in Eindhoven (The Nether-
lands) since December 2010. We keep on working on this topic together
with her colleagues in Eindhoven.
Today, the optimization of communication structures, memory hierarchy
and global synchronizations in embedded systems is a time consuming and
5 “Gaspard2” denotes the second version of an environment dedicated to Graphical Array Specifi-
cation for PARallel and Distributed computing – http://www.gaspard2.org
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error-prone process. As an answer, we proposed an electronic system level
framework to explore the best communication and synchronization configu-
rations of data-parallel applications. In Gaspard2, this enables to assess var-
ious mappings of RSM application models onto MPSoC architectures. Most
of existing works improving hardware synthesis with loop transformations,
optimize the loop iteration scheduling, reduce the redundant memory traf-
fic and improve the synthesis of computing data path only for single nested
loops. Our solution enables to explore different loop transformations for ap-
plications with multiple communicating nested loops [66]. From these transfor-
mations, it infers architecture template customizations. In order to make
efficient the implementation of our analysis, we used the abstract clock no-
tion of the synchronous reactive model to capture scheduling and mapping
information of repetitive tasks, i. e., loops, when mapped onto customized
architecture templates. The exploration process is performed through a ge-
netic algorithm.
exploring parallelism level in hardware/software mapping .
Following the work initiated during the PhD thesis of Adolf Abdallah [2],
we are developing an abstract clock-based framework for analyzing adaptive
MPSoC systems. This work is conducted in the PhD thesis of Xin An started
in October 2010 (co-advised with Éric Rutten in the Sardes group of InriaSardes stands for
Architecture de
systèmes réflexifs
pour les
environnements
distribués (http:
//www.inria.fr/
en/teams/sardes)
Grenoble).
We use a multi-clock modeling for combined software, hardware and en-
vironment specifications to overcome the design validation issues [94]. An
application is represented according to the polychronous model by specify-
ing event occurrences with their precedence relations. Then, we study how
to check possible temporal constraints imposed by an environment on ap-
plications by exploiting affine clocks of Signal. We analyze different design
scenarios of applications mapping and scheduling on MPSoC platforms via
abstract clock traces representing system simulations. From these traces, be-
havioral correctness can be checked. Execution times can be also determined
for performance evaluation. In addition, the ability to easily reproduce such
kinds of traces for different processor frequency values favors a qualitative
reasoning about energy consumption. All this is also made possible in pres-
ence of adaptive system behaviors, including frequency changes during exe-
cution and task migrations [15]. A major advantage of this approach is that
it offers a simple and fast alternative to explore and reduce complex design
spaces before applying physical prototyping and simulation techniques. It
is an ideal complement to these techniques.
The above two works on design space exploration techniques for MPSoCs
have been implemented in two prototype tools, available on demand.
1.3 outline of the document
The remaining of this report is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents
our works on the correct design of multi-clocked distributed embedded
systems by using the polychronous design model associated with the Sig-
nal language; Chapter 3 summarizes the modeling and analysis of reactive
data-intensive applications by combining the multidimensional repetitive
structure modeling and the multi-clock synchronous modeling paradigms;
Chapter 4 reports our recent works defining two approaches for the analy-
sis and design space exploration of data-parallel applications on MPSoCs;
finally, Chapter 5 gives the conclusions and draws future research directions.
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The contributions presented in this chapter cover a range of works that I
have been involved in since my PhD defense in May 2004, on the poly-
chronous design of distributed embedded systems (see Figure 3). They have
been obtained mostly in the context of a collaboration with colleagues from
Espresso, my former research group at IRISA in Rennes. Another part of
these contributions, mainly on static analysis of polychronous programs,
comes from recent collaborations with Laure Gonnord from LIFL in Lille
and Sandeep Shukla’s group from Virginia Tech in USA. These contribu-
tions are part of a strong personal motivation to understand thoroughly the
polychronous modeling, to construct typical representative examples illus-
trating its capabilities for the safe design of multi-clock distributed embed-
ded systems, and to bring it to a wide audience, and most importantly for
educational purpose.
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Figure 3: Specific contributions presented in the current chapter (the other contribu-
tions not exposed here are intentionally blurred).
The chapter is organized as follows: in Section 2.1, I give some motivations
for polychronous design and introduce the main challenges addressed in my
different contributions; in Section 2.2, I present an overview of my works on
the design of distributed embedded systems with the polychronous model;
in Section 2.3, I summarize my proposition on the usage of satisfiability
modulo theory for a better static analysis of polychronous specifications; in
Section 2.4, the pedagogical implication of these works is discussed; finally,
11
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in Section 2.5, I discuss the strengths, limitations and future directions to
presented works. An executive summary is given, regarding the key points
in my contributions highlighted in this chapter.
2.1 overview of main challenges
MPSoCs have been adopted in consumer electronics to achieve high qual-
ity of service (QoS). They support advanced techniques allowing to change
dynamically the frequency of processing w.r.t. to the voltage, i. e., dynamic
voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) [178]. The multiple clock domains re-
sulting from local decisions to increase or decrease a processor frequency
offer a flexible way to address a global performance/energy trade-off in
systems. A similar observation is made at system level when designing em-
bedded applications as functional blocks or modules, running concurrently
on different computation nodes, for instance multi-rate tasks.
Globally asynchronous locally synchronous (GALS) architectures [53] [188]
used to be an interesting implementation of such multiple clock domains
systems. Each computation node in GALS holds its own clock providing
a local (synchronous) vision of time. The GALS model is attractive for the
design of multi-clock distributed systems thanks to its composability.
In the synchronous reactive modeling [29], two ways are distinguished for
modeling multi-clock systems. The first model assumes that system holds a
reference abstract clock according to which its components activation is char-
acterizable. Such an abstract clock is a discrete set logical instants. We refer
to this model as synchronous multi-clock model. The Lustre language [131],
its Lucid Synchrone variant [50] and Esterel [207] embrace this vision. The
other model, referred to as polychronous model considers no reference clock in
a multi-clock system. A major advantage of the polychronous model is that
different system components can evolve in a loosely-synchronous fashion,
which is quite adapted for capturing GALS executions. It also favors com-
posability by enabling modular or incremental design. The polychronous
model is adopted by the Signal language [26], its MRICDF variant [145] and
the CCSL language [179].
node 3
node 2
node 1
3210 4
0 2 51 6 73 4
0 1 2 3
Figure 4: A multi-clocked GALS system.
An example of polychronous model of a GALS system is illustrated in
Figure 4. Events are represented by bullets labeled with their occurrence
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rank according to their corresponding time scale (a horizontal line). The
interactions between the three illustrated nodes can be represented using
synchronization relations between event occurrences, e.g., first event occur-
rence (tagged “0”) of node 1 and third event occurrence (tagged “2”) of node
2, second event occurrence of node 1 and second event occurrence of node
3, etc. From an overall viewpoint of a system, these relations only yield a
partial occurrence ordering of all observed events; while focusing on a node,
all its local events are totally ordered with respect its clock.
2.1.1 Dealing with asynchrony with the polychronous model
The design of distributed systems has been extensively studied for decades
[227, 67]. The asynchrony [87] inherent to these systems appears a priori as
an obstacle to their description with the synchronous model. According to
[237], a fully synchronous system is characterized by the boundedness and
knowledge of: i) processing speed, ii) message delivery delay, iii) local clock rate
drift, iv) load pattern, and v) difference among local clocks. A fully asynchronous
system assumes none of these characteristics.
The polychronous model aims at a modular design of systems with mul-
tiple loosely coupled clocks in order to deal with the complexity of their
distribution. Compared to the synchrony/asynchrony definition of [237], it
offers an intermediate vision: while it assumes the boundedness of compu-
tation and communication activities, the difference between local activation
clocks of system parts is a priori unknown. So, my first contribution aims to
answer the following question:
First challenge.
How to define a pragmatic approach for the correct design of dis-
tributed embedded systems with the polychronous model?
The definition of synchronous models of asynchronous mechanisms,
e. g., for communication and synchronization, is one key ingredient
to a successful solution to the above issue. Another important ingredi-
ent consists in exploiting the clock properties of polychronous models
for their refinement towards desynchronized designs. Finally, bring-
ing all these capabilities at a user-friendly level is very important for
the pragmatic application of the advocated vision.
2.1.2 Static analysis for polychronous designs
Abstract clocks play a central role in the reasoning on polychronous designs.
They denote sets of logical instants at which events occur. Typically, to prove
the reactivity of a system with respect to an event, one can check whether
or not the associated clock is empty. The mutual exclusion of two different
events is checked by verifying that their clock intersection is empty. Beyond
such properties, the automatic code generation from polychronous specifi-
cations uses abstract clocks to infer optimized control structures in resulting
sequential or distributed code. This is also the case for synchronous multi-
clock models in Lustre [37] for producing efficient sequential code.
In a polychronous language such as Signal, clock properties are analyzed
statically during the compilation of specifications. The quality of the static
analysis and the code generation performed by the compiler quite depend
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on the efficiency of the clock analysis. The clock analysis usually relies on
a Boolean abstraction of programs, internally represented as binary decision
diagrams (BDD) [45] for an efficient reasoning [10]. While both the status
(i.e., presence/absence) and values of Boolean signals are fully taken into
account, only the status of non Boolean signals is considered in this ab-
straction. As a result, when the clock properties expressed in a program are
defined on numerical expressions, such an abstraction misses relevant infor-
mation about their values. This sometimes leads to inaccurate analysis and
inefficient code generation. Regarding this issue, my second contribution
addresses the following question:
Second challenge.
How to improve the static analysis of polychronous specifications
for a better clock analysis and automatic code generation?
The ability to efficiently address design properties requires an investi-
gation of new abstractions for polychronous languages. In the case of
Signal, the candidate abstractions must enable to tackle both logical
and numerical properties.
2.2 polychronous design of distributed embedded systems
In the next sections, I start with an overview of related works on the syn-
chronous design of distributed embedded systems. Then, I present my main
contributions regarding this topic.
2.2.1 Some related works in the synchronous approach
There have been numerous studies on program distribution in synchronous
languages. Most of these studies focus on automatic program distribution meth-
ods [112]: given a centralized synchronous program P and a distributed ar-
chitecture A, the deployment of P on A is defined automatically, with the
necessary inserted communication code, so that the resulting distributed
program has the same functional behavior as P. Beyond these studies, auto-
matic program distribution has been widely investigated [123].
The major contributions on this topic in the synchronous approach com-
munity could be summarized according to the main synchronous languages
[29]: Esterel, Lustre and Signal. In Esterel, we mention the work of Berry and
Sentovich [31] on the construction of GALS systems as synchronous circuits
represented by a network of communicating codesign finite state machines.
GALS architectures [53] consist of components that execute synchronously
and communicate asynchronously. Another relevant work concerns the Es-
terel specification and programming of large-scale distributed real-time sys-
tems [126].
The Lustre language has been also used in several studies on the design of
distributed systems. Girault [112] addressed the distribution of synchronous
automata within the framework of this language. Afterward, he focused on
further issues such as automatic deduction of GALS systems from central-
ized synchronous circuits, and the optimized execution of desynchronized
embedded reactive programs to guarantee real-time constraints [114]. We
must note the very important achievements by Caspi and his colleagues
on the same topics [112]. They proposed an approach to deploy Lustre
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programs on time-triggered architectures [51]. The synchronous modeling of
asynchronous mechanisms has been studied by Halbwachs in [127, 128]. Re-
cently, with colleagues, he addressed the expression of complex scheduling
policies managing shared resources [142]: priority inheritance protocol and
priority ceiling protocols. This work served to translate AADL (Architecture
Analysis & Design Language) specifications into Lustre, which enabled the
application of model-checking to verify their properties.
In Signal, there have been also lots of results on program distribution.
The earlier work of Chéron [56] dealt with the communication of sepa-
rately compiled Signal programs. Then, Le Goff [159] proposed a decom-
position of Signal programs into clustering models. Maffeïs [177] showed
how to abstract such programs into graphs in order to define the qualita-
tive scheduling and partitioning of these graphs. The work of Aubry [18]
focused on similar problems as Girault by exploring the manual and semi-
automatic distribution of synchronous dataflow programs in Signal. While
these studies were mostly devoted to the practical side, Benveniste and Le
Guernic lead several theoretical works on the distribution of Signal pro-
grams [25, 27, 109, 28, 164, 187].
Finally, we mention other interesting contributions such as [119] in which
Grandpierre showed, with Petri nets, how one can derive a distributed im-
plementation from a synchronous dataflow specification, e.g. in Lustre or
Signal, of a given application while minimizing the response time w.r.t. real-
time requirements. The SynDEx environment [120] aims at providing de-
signers with such program distribution facilities.
2.2.2 Modeling of asynchronous mechanisms in Signal
During my PhD thesis, I have defined in Signal a library of component Key publication for
more details on this
work: [100].
models that form building blocks for the description of embedded real-time
systems by taking into account their asynchronous features [100]. The def-
inition of these components relies on the APEX-ARINC standard, which is
dedicated to the design of integrated modular avionics architectures. This
standard specifies two main multitasking levels for system execution by dis-
tinguishing the notions of partition and process. Partitions are logical alloca-
tion units resulting from a functional decomposition of a system. They are
grouped into different modules. A processor is allocated to each partition for
a fixed time window within a major time frame maintained by a module-level
OS. Partitions communicate asynchronously via logical ports and channels.
Partitions are composed of processes representing the executive units that
run concurrently. Each process is uniquely characterized by information
like its period, priority or deadline, useful to the partition-level OS which
is responsible for the correct execution of processes within a partition. The
scheduling policy for processes is priority preemptive. Communications
between processes are achieved by three basic mechanisms. The bounded
buffer enables to send and receive messages following a FIFO policy. The
event permits the application to notify processes of the occurrence of a con-
dition for which they may be waiting. The blackboard is used to display and
read messages: no message queues are allowed, and any message written on
a blackboard remains there until the message is either cleared or overwritten
by a new instance. Synchronizations are achieved using a semaphore.
Beyond communication, synchronization, partition/process management
services, the APEX-ARINC standard defines further services for: and time
and error management. The whole set of services I modeled in Signal is de-
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scribed in [95] [90]. Furthermore, a few communication component models
have been defined in [91] [96]. The whole component models are made avail-
able as a library within the Polychrony design environment of Signal. They
served in several studies that target Polychrony in order to benefit from its
associated formal tools: analysis and optimization of real-time implementa-
tion of embedded software in Java [225], performance analysis [92], analysis
and simulation of AADL models of safety-critical applications [176], model-
driven engineering for embedded applications [44].
2.2.3 A methodology for correct distributed design
I have investigated a design methodology for distributed embedded sys-Key publication for
more details: [96]. tems on top of the previous component models [96]. The aim is to provide
the adequate means to clearly express the inherent concurrency/parallelism
of embedded applications and to validate the resulting behavior w.r.t. func-
tional and non functional requirements.
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Deployment on
Non functional analysis 
and automatic code 
generation 
Figure 5: Overview of our design methodology for distributed embedded systems.
overview. This methodology targets multi-processor architectures and
fully benefits from the multi-clock property of the Signal language. It con-
sists of four steps (see Figure 5) achieved in the Polychrony design environ-
ment as follows:
1. System specification and manual distribution: modeling of application func-
tionality, modeling of distributed hardware architecture, and the map-
ping of the former on the latter. This mapping can be decided either
directly from a given application model or after some application par-
titioning into clusters as shown in [100]. This step is usual in hard-
ware/software codesign approaches.
2. Automatic transformations: preserving the global functional correctness
of the system after distribution. For this purpose, the compiler applies
some transformations that exploit the endochrony and endo-isochrony
properties of specifications [164, 27]. The endochrony property is the
ability of a synchronous program P to execute in an environment that
only provides P with the values of its inputs, without any informa-
tion about their status (present or absent). In other words, P is able to
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reconstruct a unique synchronous behavior from any external (asyn-
chronous) input sequence of values. The endo-isochrony property pro-
vides sufficient conditions under which the synchronous composition
of a pair of programs P1 and P2 is equivalent to their asynchronous
composition (i.e. involving "send/receive"-like communications). This
ensures that P1 and P2 can be safely deployed on GALS architectures.
3. Deployment on specific platforms: instantiating the different parts of the
model resulting from the transformation of the compiler with com-
ponents that represent specific platform mechanisms, e.g. for commu-
nication or synchronization. These components are taken from the li-
brary presented in the previous section.
4. Analysis and automatic code generation: checking the functional and non
functional (temporal) constraints induced by the chosen deployment
and generating a distributed code. This last step uses the static clock
analysis provided by the Signal compiler together with non functional
analysis techniques proposed in [220, 155] and implements code gen-
eration approach defined in [109].
The above steps are to be considered in an iterative design style. Accord-
ing to user-expected properties evaluated in the last step, the system can be
redesigned in the first step again so as to go through the next steps until a
satisfactory solution is obtained.
an application. In [96] with Thierry Gautier, we have showed how the
above methodology is applied on a simple case study consisting of a Flight
Warning System (FWS) from the avionic domain. This system is used in the
Airbus A340 aircraft and has been proposed by the Aerospatiale Company
(France) [173]. It is in charge of deciding on when and how to emit warn-
ing signals whenever there is an anomaly during the operational mode of
an airplane. It is illustrated in Figure 6 together with its implementation
architecture. It consists of two cyclic concurrent processes:
• given an alarm ai, the alarm manager process confirms ai after a given
period of time or removes ai from the set of confirmed alarms depend-
ing on the fact that ai is detected "present" or "absent";
• the alarm notifier process emits warning signals associated with con-
firmed alarms.
Alarm 
Manager
alarms
Alarm
 Notiﬁer ...
signals
Processor 1 Processor 2
Bus
Figure 6: Deployment of FWS on a platform.
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We used the affine clock relations defined in Signal [220] to address the
synchronizability issues that can be raised in the resulting distributed multi-
clock design.
2.2.4 Model-driven engineering for polychronous design
An important ingredient for the success of a design methodology is its com-
panion user environment, which facilitates its applicability. Providing very
simple and intuitive design concepts is of prime importance. For that pur-
pose, with colleagues from the Espresso group, we have proposed the Signal-
Meta environment (SME) [44] as an Eclipse plug-in. This work has beenKey publication for a
detailed overview:
[44].
funded by the French RNTL project, named OpenEmbeDD1. Signal-Meta
aims to serve as a pivot modeling tool for a customized computer-aided en-
gineering of embedded systems starting from multiple and heterogeneous
initial specifications. It is defined on top of Polychrony. Automated transfor-
mations are implemented in order to produce, analyze, statically verify and
model-check Signal programs obtained from high-level models described in
Signal-Meta.
In Signal-Meta, I was mainly involved in its integrated modular avionics
design part [98], which has been defined during the Master internship of
Romain Delamare during his Master internship in Espresso group in 2005,
under my supervision.
In order to enable an easy definition of combined imperative and declar-
ative specifications, we proposed an extension in Signal-Meta for control-
oriented behaviors as in Mode Automata [180] and Lucid Synchrone [60] lan-
guages. The basic principle in these languages is to mix declarative dataflow
statements with a notion of mode, representing the states (or configura-
tions) according to which computations are achieved. In Signal-Meta, our
proposed extension distinguishes itself from the other extensions in that it
combines polychronous dataflow statements with the notion of modes. We
refer to it as polychronous mode automata [226].
The definition of SME favored the integration of the Polychrony tool-set in
the OpenEmBeDD model-driven engineering (MDE) open-source platform
for the design real-time and embedded systems. The ultimate goal is to
make the polychronous design paradigm and associated tools out of reach
for a wide range of designer profiles.
2.3 static analysis of polychronous specifications
A few works about the static analysis of synchronous programs are first sur-
veyed. Then, our proposal for adopting satisfiability modulo theory (SMT)
to deal with both logical and numerical properties is exposed.
2.3.1 Some related works on synchronous languages
The most relevant works on the static analysis of synchronous programming
regarding combined logical and numerical properties have been achieved
for the Lustre and Signal languages. Some of them are summarized below.
For several years, there have been significant efforts to combine numerical
and Boolean techniques for the verification of Lustre programs. In [143], the
technique used is a dynamic partitioning of the control flow obtained by
1 http://openembedd.org/home_html
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Lustre compilation (which contains a few number of control points) with
respect to constraints coming from a given proof goal.
In [125], SMT is used to verify safety properties on Lustre programs. The
authors consider a specific form of Lustre language and propose a modeling
in a typed first order logic with uninterpreted function symbols and built-in
integers and rationals. While this work also aims at benefiting from SMT
solving in synchronous programming, it misses all useful clock analysis
achieved by the Signal compiler. Such an analysis includes suitable heuris-
tics to address multi-clocked specifications. Neither an SMT solver nor the
Lustre compiler makes this analysis possible.
An important work is the polyhedral-based static analysis for synchronous
languages of [34]. The authors give a technique based on fix-point iteration
on a lattice combining Boolean and affine constraints. The technique we ad-
vocate for Signal is less precise because it only uses interval approximation.
However, the complexity in our case is lesser and the implementation is
much simpler.
An inspiring relevant study presented in [189], concerns the definition
of a clock language CL aiming to capture the static control part of Signal
programs. The author also considers SAT decision procedures to prove clock
properties. However, statements involving the delay construct are not taken
into account in this study. This reduces the scope of the proposed analysis.
Our proposition covers all Signal programs and offers more expressivity
than CL.
Finally, In [99, 101], we already proposed a preliminary solution to the
static analysis of combined logical/numerical properties of Signal programs.
An interval-based data structure referred to as interval-decision diagram (IDD)
is considered a package for the analysis of numerical properties in Signal
programs. I have re-implemented this package together with Gilles Atigos-
sou during his Master internship in DaRT group of LIFL and Inria (Lille)
under my supervision, from February 2008 to June 2008. I will discuss the
limitation of this initial solution later.
2.3.2 A new abstraction for Signal
I give an overview of my recent proposal, in collaboration with Laure Gon- Key publication for a
complete
presentation: [97].
nord, for improving the static analysis of combined logical/numerical prop-
erties of Signal programs. This proposal relies on an abstraction of language
statements. I first recall them before presenting the abstraction. Afterward,
an example is given for illustration.
a summary of signal constructs . Signal handles unbounded se-
ries of typed values (xt)t∈N, called signals, implicitly indexed by discrete
time, and denoted as x. For instance, a signal can be either of Boolean or
integer or real types. At any logical instant t ∈ N, a signal may be present,
at which point it holds a value; or absent and denoted by ⊥ in the semantic
notation. There is a particular type of signal called event. A signal of this
type always holds the value true when it is present. The set of instants at
which a signal x is present is referred to as its clock, noted ^x. A process is
a system of equations over signals, specifying relations between values and
clocks of the signals. A program is a process. Signal relies on six primitive
constructs defining the core language as follows:
Instantaneous relations: y:= R(x1,...,xn) where y, x1, ..., xn are signals
and R is a point-wise n-ary relation/function extended canonically to
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signals. This construct imposes y, x1, ..., xn i) to be simultaneously
present, i.e. ^y = ^x1 = ...= ^xn (i.e. synchronous signals), and ii) to hold
values satisfying y:= R(x1,...,xn) whenever they occur.
Delay: y:= x $ 1 init c where y, x are signals and c is an initialization
constant. It imposes i) x and y to be synchronous, i.e. ^y = ^x, while ii)
y must hold the value carried by x on its previous occurrence.
Under-sampling: y:= x when b where y, x are signals and b is of Boolean
type. This construct imposes i) y to be present only when x is present
and b holds the value true, i.e. ^y = ^x ∩ [b] (where [b]∪ [¬b] = ^b and
[b]∩ [¬b] = ∅), while ii) y holds the value of x at those logical instants.
Note that the sub-clock [b] (resp. [¬b]) denotes the set of instants where
b is true (resp. false).
Deterministic merging: z:= x default y where z, y, x are signals. This
construct imposes i) z to be present when either x or y are present, i.e.
^z = ^x ∪ ^y, while ii) z holds the value of x uppermost, otherwise that
of y.
Composition: P ≡ P1|P2 where P1 and P2 are processes. It denotes the
union of equations defined in processes, leading to the conjunction
of the constraints associated with these processes. The composition
operator is commutative and associative.
Restriction (or Hiding): P ≡ P1 where x, where P1 and x are a process and
a signal. It enables local declarations in process P1, and leads to the
same constraints as P1.
a boolean-interval abstraction. To define an abstraction for Sig-
nal program analysis, all considered programs are supposed to be in the
syntax of the core language. The abstract semantics of a program, is char-
acterized by a set of valuation couples of the form (̂ , ˜), defined by the
following functions:
• ̂: XP → B = {true, false} assigns to a variable a Boolean value;
• ˜: XP → R∪B assigns to a variable a numerical or Boolean value.
Intuitively, in a couple (x̂i, x˜i), the first component of a valuation couple
encodes the clock of a signal, where true and false respectively mean pres-
ence and absence of instant in the clock. The second component encodes the
value taken by a signal according to its presence, i. e., when x̂i is true.
The set of all possible valuation couples associated with a Signal process
or program can be represented as a first order logic formula ΦP in which
atoms are x˜i and x̂i, and the operators are usual logic operators and integer
comparison functions.
We define the abstraction of programs by considering only a subset of
numerical and Boolean expressions in statements of Signal. The abstraction
of these expressions is defined by induction on their structure as shown in
[97]. Here, I will only show the abstraction Φ of core statements. This is
summarized in Figure 7. Two possible definitions of Φ are distinguished
according to the type of defined signal y in each equation: (1) when y is of
numerical type and (2) when y is of logical type.
Our abstraction is sound, in the sense that it preserves the behaviors of the
abstracted programs. In other words, if a property is true on the abstraction,
then it is also the case on the program:
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Proposition 1 Given a program P and a formula ϕ in which atoms are xˆi and x˜i
(xi ∈ XP), if ΦP ⇒ ϕ, then [[P]] ⊆ Γ(ϕ). P is said to satisfy ϕ. 
The complete proof of this proposition is given in [97]. To check ΦP ⇒ ϕ,
we use Satisfiability Modulo Theory (SMT), which checks the satisfiability
of formulas over multiple theories such as Boolean, Integer, etc. [69]. We
mainly consider the Yices SMT solver version in our implementation.
comparison with our preliminary solution. In [99, 101], we al-
ready suggested a preliminary solution for the static analysis based on IDDs.
The choice of SMT solvers in the new solution appears more judicious. First,
in IDDs, intervals are only defined on integers. As a result, to deal with
other numerical types such as reals, IDDs require a prior encoding into
integers. With SMT solvers, a wide range of arithmetic theories are made
possible, which allows a more expressive analysis without much effort com-
pared to IDDs. Second, from a practical point of view, the integration of
IDDs in the Signal compiler is more difficult since it requires a very careful
coupling with the other data structures used during the static analysis. One
important question is how to make efficient and costless the management of
binary decision diagrams (BDDs), which are part of IDDs and are already
present in the compiler.
In the new solution, we rather consider a non intrusive solution regarding
the compiler, which consists in deducing additional information from an
initial program specification with SMT solvers. This therefore enables the
compiler to have an explicit and rich set of constraints for a better program
analysis and code analysis by using its current clock calculus technique.
On the other hand, compared to [143], our approach is not dependent
on any proof goal, and the Boolean variables are not hidden in the control
(except for the step 1). In addition, Lustre compilation [133] suffers from
the same lack of precision concerning numerical variables. Indeed, no nu-
merical analysis is done during compilation. Hence, our method could be
considered for improvement.
2.3.3 Application to Signal clock calculus: an example
The Signal process shown in Figure 8(a) specifies the status of a bathtub [34].
It has no input signal (line 02), but has three output signals (line 03). The
signal level, defined at line 04, reflects the water level in the bathtub at any
instant. It is determined by considering two signals, faucet and pump, which
are respectively used to increase and decrease the water level. These signals
are increased by one under some specific conditions (lines 06 and 08), in
order to maintain the water level in a suitable range of values.
An alarm signal is defined at line 12 whenever the water overflows (line
10) or becomes scarce (line 11) in the bathtub. An additional “ghost” alarm
is defined at line 13/14, which is not expected to occur. Here, it is just intro-
duced to illustrate one limitation of the static analysis of Signal. The clock of
this signal is not completely specified in Bathtub. As stated in the previous
section, this clock is the union of those associated with the two arguments
of the default operator. The clock of the left argument is exactly known.
The clock of the right-hand one is context-dependent because the argument is
a constant: it is equal to the difference of ghost_alarm’s clock and first ar-
gument’s clock. Since, this difference cannot be defined exactly from the
program, further clock constraints on ghost_alarm will be required from
the environment of Bathtub for an execution.
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Figure 8: Static analysis and code generation for a bathtub model in Polychrony.
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analysis based on usual boolean abstraction. Figure 8(b) par-
tially shows the result of the clock calculus generated automatically by the
Signal compiler, based on the Boolean abstraction. Here, we focus on two
issues that the clock analysis was not able to fix adequately:
• Lines 05–07: a clock constraint is generated, stating signals CLK_level,
CLK_zfaucet and CLK_zpump must have the same clock, while signals
CLK_zfaucet and CLK_zpump have exclusive clocks (lines 03–04);
• Line 11: the right-hand side of the synchronization equation defining
the signal CLK_ghost_alarm should be (not CLK_29) since the clock
CLK_36 is empty by definition (line 10).
These issues illustrate the limitations of the Boolean abstraction for clock
properties, e.g., clock exclusion or emptiness, involving numerical expres-
sions. A more expressive clock analysis would detect the fact that CLK_level,
CLK_zfaucet and CLK_zpump must be empty clocks in order to satisfy the
clock constraints of the Bathtub process. In addition, these limitations have
an important impact on the quality of the code generated automatically by
the compiler since it relies on the clock hierarchy resulting from the analy-
sis. Figure 8(c) sketches a C code generated automatically based on the clock
analysis. The previous clock constraint is implemented by exception state-
ments (lines 04–05). Since CLK_level, CLK_zfaucet and CLK_zpump should
be empty clocks, statements between lines 02 and 11 are never executed, i.e.
a dead code. Similarly, the if statement at line 14/14b also contains a dead
code since the variable ghost_alarm is always set to false. Efficient dead code
elimination is of high importance in compilers[68].
analysis based on the new abstraction. We illustrate the use
of the previous analysis in the analysis of the Bathtub (see Figure 8(a)).
First, the abstraction ΦBathtub of the Bathtub program is computed. Then,
we have to specify the clock synchronization and clock emptiness properties
(formula ϕ) of interest for the program. Among these properties, let us focus
on the following:
• pump and faucet have disjoint clocks: ¬(̂faucet ∧ p̂ump)
• overflow and scarce cannot be true at the same time: ¬(s˜carce ∧
˜overflow ∧ ŝcarce ∧ ̂overflow
)
• alarm and level have the same clock: âlarm ⇔ l̂evel
We consider the formula ΦBathtub ∧ ¬ϕ, where ϕ denotes the property
to be checked. With the Yices solver, we get for all properties unsat, which
means that ΦBathtub |= ϕ. Thanks to Proposition 1, the property ϕ is sat-
isfied by Bathtub. Here, the previous three formulas are proven. Then, the
program Bathtub is composed with the following Signal statements that
concretize these properties:
• faucet ^* pump ^= ^0
• true when scarce when overflow ^= ^0
• alarm ^= level
The result obtained from the analysis of the new process by the compiler
is illustrated in Figure 9 shows that the compiler was able to infer that the
ghost_alarm signal is always equal to false (line 01). The compiler now
detects that the clocks of all other signals are empty (line 04/04b).
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---------------------------------------------------
01: (| CLK_ghost_alarm := ^ghost_alarm
02: | CLK_ghost_alarm ^= ghost_alarm
03: | (| ghost_alarm := not CLK_ghost_alarm |)
04: |);%^0 ^= level ^= alarm
04b ^= zlevel ^= zfaucet ^= zpump
05: ***WARNING: null clock signals%
---------------------------------------------------
Figure 9: A sketch of the clock calculus for Bathtub_Bis.
Beyond, the detection of empty clock presence in the Bathtub_Bis pro-
gram, the automatically generated C code also benefits from the new clock
analysis performed by the compiler. As a result, the corresponding gener-
ated code provided in Figure 10, is now optimized in the sense that no
useless code fragment appears.
--------------------------------------------------
01: { ghost_alarm = FALSE;
02: /* produce output value
03: for the signal ghost_alarm */ } ...
--------------------------------------------------
Figure 10: A sketch of the C code for Bathtub_Ter.
2.3.4 Static analysis of polychronous programs in MRICDF
In April 2010, I have been invited by Sandeep Shukla in his lab at Virginia
Tech (VA, USA) for a short stay in order to discuss about the static analysis Key publications for
more details: [147]
and [148].
of the Multi-Rate Instantaneous Channel connected Data Flow (MRICDF)
language. Sandeep and his students have been working of this variant lan-
guage of Signal for the development of safety-critical applications. I already
had some collaborations with Sandeep’s group during my PhD thesis in the
context of a project funded by NSF and Inria.
MRICDF [145] is a visual actor-oriented polychronous formalism, strongly
inspired by Signal. Its primitive actors correspond to the Signal primitives
statements on signals. It manipulates signals and refers to an abstract clock
as an epoch. The static analysis of MRICDF specifications and associated
code generation rely on epoch analysis by considering a Boolean encoding.
The resulting system of Boolean equations defines a theory which has all
satisfying assignments for an encoded actor network. An implicant of this
theory is a disjunctive clause that implies a Boolean formula. There can be
several implicants for a formula. A prime implicant is a disjunctive clause
that is not covered by any other implicant. When a prime implicant is a
single positive Boolean literal bx associated with a signal x, then bx is true
for any arbitrary instant of a network. Then, x is a master trigger signal. By
iterating the prime implicant identification on the rest of disjunctive clauses,
signals having lower epochs than already found prime implicants are deter-
mined. During this iteration, such signals are organized within the follower
set, which gives a global activation order of signals. Such a set defines a
unique program execution order. A program is said to be synthesizable if has
a master trigger, a follower set and does not contain any causality cycle.
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smt-based solution for efficient static analysis . In practice,
the construction of follower sets requires computing all possible prime im-
plicants since the used generator cannot identify a master trigger signal.
This resulted in high synthesis time that must be reduced [146], especially
for larger MRICDF examples. Beyond this issue, MRICDF is also concerned
with the same limitations as Signal regarding numerical clock properties
due to the adopted Boolean encoding.
Table 2: Time required to find master trigger signal
MRICDF Number of Time in seconds
networks actors Initial AET SMT
Height Supervisor 5 0.35 0.37 0.094
Absolute 8 0.91 0.91 0.078
Factorial 8 0.33 0.33 0.09
Resettable Counter 8 0.927 0.562 0.099
Watchdog Timer 14 16.3 5.3 0.11
Producer-Consumer 15 21.4 16.3 0.12
Flight Warning System 17 8.1 1.03 0.1
GCD 19 1.35 0.89 0.13
pEHBH 14 0.79 0.75 0.125
We advocated SMT solvers as a solution by formulating the master trigger
existence as a satisfiability problem [147]. The master trigger test is achieved
by encoding the clock of a candidate signal and setting it to false. An SMT
formula is constructed by composing this information with the encoding
of a given MRICDF model. If this signal is actually a master trigger, the
evaluation of the formula must indicate that it is unsatisfiable. After the
determination of the master trigger, the follower set is built by iterating
the master trigger identification steps. Table 2 compares the master trigger
identification time for different MRICDF networks according to: the initial
implementation of the Boolean theory approach with a prime implicant gen-
erator; AET, the first improvement based on actor network reduction [146];
and SMT solution proposed in [147], which outperforms enhancements by
several orders of magnitude. As a global observation, using SMT is ben-
eficial in improving the causality analysis of polychronous programs for
efficient software synthesis.
2.4 pedagogical implication : a book on signal programming
After several years of practice in polychronous design using the Signal lan-
guage, I have reported all the gained insights in a book [93], published by
Springer by the end of 2009. As I explained in its preface, this book was the
first attempt to provide a large public (scientists, practitioners and students)
with a pedagogical presentation of the necessary rudiments for a successful
and pragmatic usage of Signal programming. Writing it was the best way
to share my proper experience about the extensive usage of Signal for the
design of multi-clock embedded systems.
It is worth noting that since 2004, I have been giving a few lectures per
year to Master level students on Signal programming. These lectures were
given successively at University of Rennes 1 and University of Lille 1. This
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rich and exciting teaching experience strongly served me in writing the
aforementioned book.
2.5 summary and discussion
In this chapter, I presented a summary of my contributions on the poly-
chronous design and analysis of distributed embedded systems specified in
Signal. The aim is to promote a rapid virtual prototyping of embedded sys-
tems implemented on GALS architectures, according to the formal approach
promoted by the synchronous approach.
on polychronous design of distributed embedded systems . I
first addressed the definition of an adequate design methodology and its ap-
plicability in the Signal design environment Polychrony. My proposition re-
lies on a set of components defined in Signal to model various asynchronous
mechanisms for communication, synchronization and execution. The usage
of these components has been combined with specific program transforma-
tions to obtain a correct distributed design of an application. Furthermore, I
advocated a model-driven engineering for polychronous design in order to
make easier the access to this methodology and the facilities of Polychrony.
Nevertheless, some additional efforts are required to fully automate the pro-
posed methodology and to experiment it on real-life large scale systems
beyond the presented proof-of-concept.
In my opinion, an important research direction in the future is the effec-
tive exploitation of polychronous modeling for MPSoCs, which are also dis-
tributed embedded systems. Thanks to its features, this modeling paradigm
provides a useful abstraction to safely deal with concurrency in software to
execute on both heterogeneous and homogeneous parallel platforms. Con-
currency plays an important role in optimizing system performances.
On the other hand, most of achievements in polychronous and synchro-
nous approaches do not fully take into account the quantitative aspects of
MPSoC requirements such as performances (execution time and energy con-
sumption) and other physical constraints (memory and bandwidth issues),
induced by the deployment of systems on real-life platforms. Although the
synchrony hypothesis is an abstraction that may be seen as a barrier to
tackle these requirements, there has been a series of recent works that tend
to relax it for a refined reasoning, e.g., N-synchrony [59], Signal affine clocks
[220], scheduling of synchronous specifications in SynDEx [208], the Kiel Es-
terel processor [171]. I believe there is a real opportunity to widely bring the
correct-by-construction design promoted by polychronous and synchronous
models to the MPSoC design community while taking into account its needs.
In the next chapters, I will show some efforts in this connection.
Another relevant perspective concerns the use of polychronous specifica-
tions as an internal reasoning model for higher-level system architecture
description languages such as the Marte standard profile [195] or the archi-
tecture analysis and design language2 (AADL). The Espresso group already
started some investigations recently in this direction.
static analysis of polychronous specifications . An important
advantage of polychronous and synchronous design approaches is their abil-
ity to enable automatic synthesis of correct and efficient software implemen-
tation. Compilers play an important role for this purpose. The relevance of
2 http://www.aadl.info
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the static analysis on which they rely has a direct impact on the quality of
generated code. In this chapter, I also dealt with the static analysis of com-
bined logical/numerical clock properties in polychronous specifications. We
have studied a complementary way to the current Boolean abstraction used
in compilers of Signal and MRICDF for the clock analysis. In order to im-
prove the quality of clock property verification and the optimization of the
generated code, a new abstraction encoded in satisfiability modulo theory
(SMT) has been proposed for the pragmatic reasoning. This solution has
been validated only in an ad hoc way. A tool suite is under construction to
support the connection of SMT solvers to the Polychrony environment.
Among the perspectives to this contribution, it is worth mentioning a pos-
sible extension of the solution to tackle dynamic property analysis. Indeed,
the current proposal considers a static approximation of programs, in which
the dynamic variation of the values held by state signal variables (i. e.. those
defined with the delay primitive statement) is not taken into account. In
this aim, a combination of techniques such as model-checking with clock
calculus could be investigated in compilation.
final opinion on the presented contributions . Within the syn-
chronous programming community, the results presented in this chapter
mostly contribute to the problematic regarding synchronous reactive model-
ing of (bounded) asynchrony. More generally, beyond this community, they
also contribute to a wider understanding of synchronous programming in
Signal language. The implementation of parts of them in the Polychrony
environment and its Signal-Meta extension has been concretely serving in
various collaborations of the Espresso group as well as a recent PhD thesis.
Beyond these observations, I think additional efforts still remain to do
in the perspective of effectively bringing the design principles of the poly-
chronous model to GALS designers. This necessarily includes further im-
provements of the existing methodology with companion design assistance
tools.
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Executive summary
Main collaborations
• Espresso group (IRISA/Inria, Rennes)
• Fermat lab (Virginia Tech, VA – USA)
Project
• French OpenEmbeDD RNTL project (partners: Airbus,
Anyware Technologies, CEA, CS SI, France Telecom, In-
ria (Aoste, DaRT & Espresso groups), LAAS lab, Thales
Aerospace, Thales R&D, Verimag lab, 2006 – 2009)
Advisory
• Romain Delamare (Master internship for three months in
2005, 100%)
• Gilles Atigossou (Master internship from February 2008 to
August 2008, 100%)
Selected publications
• Conference: ACM SIGPLAN/SIGBED conference on Lan-
guages, compilers, and tools for embedded systems
(LCTES), 2011 [97]
• Conference: ACM/IEEE Ninth International Conference on
Formal Methods and Models for Codesign (MEMOCODE),
2011 [147]
• Book: Springer book (260 pages), 2010 [93]
• Journal: IEEE Transactions on Parallel and Distributed Sys-
tems (TPDS), 2010 [96]
• Journal: Journal of Logic and Algebraic Programming
(JLAP), 2009 [44]
Contribution to software:
• Polychrony and Signal-Meta (http://www.irisa.fr/
espresso/Polychrony)
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A P P L I C AT I O N S
This chapter presents my contributions since my Post-doc in September
2005 in the DaRT group of LIFL, on the design and analysis of reactive
data-intensive applications (see Figure 11). The presented works describe
and reason on reactive behaviors via the specification of running modes
and instants at which given actions take place in data-intensive applications.
The so-called repetitive structure modeling (RSM) is considered for speci-
fying regular data-intensive applications. The central question of combining
the synchronous reactive approach and RSM to model reactive behaviors
in data-intensive applications is definitely deserving of attention in our ap-
proach. Some of these works have been achieved in collaboration with col-
leagues from the Sardes group of Inria and LIG (Grenoble) and the Aoste
group of Inria and I3S (Sophia Antipolis). They also cover the PhD thesis
of Huafeng Yu started in October 2005 and defended in December 2008 (co-
advised with Éric Rutten and Jean-Luc Dekeyser), and the short Post-doc
fellowship of Mohamed Fellahi (October 2010 – February 2011).
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Figure 11: Specific contributions presented in the current chapter (the other contri-
butions not exposed here are intentionally blurred).
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows: in Section 3.1, I
introduce the main challenges of interest; in Section 3.2, I present the neces-
sary background for the exposed ideas by giving a rapid survey of parallel
programming models followed by RSM; in Section 3.3 is exposed the first
30
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part of my contributions about the extension of RSM for supporting both
static and dynamic aspects of computations; in Section 3.3, I present the rest
of my contributions devoted to the use of the synchronous reactive approach
to analyze RSM-based system designs; finally, in Section 3.5, I discuss the
strengths, limitations and future directions to the presented works. An exec-
utive summary is also given, regarding the key points in my contributions
highlighted in this chapter.
3.1 overview of main challenges
3.1.1 Reactivity in massively parallel computations
Reactive systems [206] have been studied for several decades. They are char-
acterized by a continuous interaction with their environment. The rhythm
at which their reactions, i.e. receipt of inputs and computation of outputs,
is entirely under the control of the environment. In existing literature, there
are a few studies devoted to the design of reactive data-intensive applica-
tions [221] [220]. The concerned applications include multimedia applica-
tions, which manipulate streams in the form of periodic signals. The events
related to these signals define component activation and are synchronized
when components interact. In the synchronous approach, this is well formal-
ized with abstract clocks.
The repetitive structure modeling (RSM) [116] is a high-level specification
formalism that enables to describe the potential parallelism in massively
parallel systems in a very compact way. It uses repetitive data dependencies
to express regular and static multidimensional data structures and system
topologies. Thanks to these features, RSM offers a powerful expressivity for
MPSoC system design. However, in order to describe reactive data-intensive
applications on MPSoCs, we also need to capture the dynamic aspect of their
behaviors: input data availability over the time (e.g., their rates), the effective
exploitation of parallelism during executions according to resources and
environment, etc. The first contribution in this chapter is devoted to the
following question:
First challenge.
How to combine mode-oriented control and logical time with
the repetitive structure modeling for the design of reactive data-
intensive applications?
To answer the above question, we will borrow ideas from the syn-
chronous reactive approach, by considering its abstract clock notion
and mode-oriented design concepts to describe data rates and execu-
tion scenarios in reactive data-intensive applications. Loop transfor-
mations can be applied to RSM specifications for their refactoring so
as to distinguish reactions in a consitent way.
3.1.2 Design correctness of data-intensive applications
Correct application specifications in RSM must satisfy basic properties of
dataflow models such as single assignment, absence of causality cycles, etc.
As shown in [41], checking such properties in RSM can be done by consid-
ering, e.g., Feautrier’s work [83] [84] on techniques based on polyhedra and
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linear programming. Algorithms are proposed for dataflow analysis of array
and scalar references. They mainly deal with pure data dependencies. While
these solutions are very attractive, they are not necessarily well-adapted
when data dependencies are combined with complex control flow.
Synchronous languages offer useful representations in which both data
dependencies and control flow are analyzable uniformly. In Signal, such a
representation is the hierarchized conditional dependency graph (HCDG) [164].
It combines data dependencies and activation clocks indicating when edges
and vertexes of a dependency graph are valid w.r.t. control flow. The analy-
sis of causality, determinism and single assignment also relies on this central
structure. Moreover, other tools such as model-checkers connected to syn-
chronous languages favor more sophisticated verification techniques. For all
these reasons, I consider the synchronous technology to tackle the following
issue:
Second challenge.
How to verify the correctness of reactive data-intensive application
specifications in RSM with the synchronous approach?
To define an answer to this question, I will consider a translation of
RSM specifications into synchronous dataflow programs on which
adequate verification and analysis tools can be applied in order to
deal with relevant properties of RSM. Among these tools, are consid-
ered compilers and model-checkers.
3.2 background notions
I give a rapid survey of parallel programming models, which are necessary
ingredients for the design of data-intensive applications. This panorama is
followed by the presentation of the basic features of RSM, which is consid-
ered for design in our contributions.
3.2.1 A survey of parallel programming models
A programming model1 is characterized by a set of languages and libraries
defining programmers view of a machine that executes an application [153].
It determines how a program is expressed. Parallel programming mod-
els used to combine two parts: a model dedicated to control, which de-
scribes how parallelism is managed; and another model dedicated to com-
munication, which allows for the interaction between parallel entities by
exchanging data. Typical parallel programming models combine sequential
languages with a message passing layer, a thread library or parallelizing
compilers.
The next paragraphs discuss the different parallel programming models
and language families summarized in Figure 12.
1 An execution model [153] differs from a programming model by defining the interaction between
physical and abstract objects that actually achieve the computations. Concretely, an execution
model provides the continuum between the different layers (application, runtime and operating
system, and hardware) involved in a computing system. It determines how a program executes.
Examples of parallel execution models are vector, SIMD and systolic machines. Further details
about the definition of an execution model in high-performance computing are found in [12].
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Figure 12: A glance at parallel programming models and language families.
shared memory and message passing models . Among parallel
programming models, the shared memory and message passing models appear
as the mainstreams. The partitioned global address space model inherits from
both models. We briefly present each of these models.
The shared-memory programming model defines a framework where
parallel computation threads communicate via shared variables. The access
cost of these variables is uniform2, meaning that no notion of memory prox-
imity is explicitly distinguished. Typical parallel programming languages
that rely on this model are OpenMP [196], Posix threads [191] and Cilk [213].
OpenMP, the most representative of them, defines an application program-
ming interface (API) composed of a set of compiler directives, library rou-
tines, and environment variables. When programming in OpenMP, a user
does not have to care about data layout, which is managed by a compiler.
The message passing interface (MPI) [184] specifies a set of routines
to achieve communication and synchronization for parallel programming
using the message-passing model. MPI aims at distributed memory ma-
chines. Its routines facilitate the data transfers between different locations.
Distributed memory machines are known to be very scalable compared to
shared-memory ones, which offer only a limited communication bandwidth.
Further advantages of message passing over shared-memory are discussed
in [156]. Existing implementations of MPI specification are OpenMPI [89]
and MPICH [46]. Beyond parallel and distributed programming, the mes-
sage passing paradigm is also used in other concurrent programming, such
as object-oriented programming.
The partitioned global address space (PGAS) model borrows features of
shared memory threads and message passing. Variables share a common ad-
dress space, and are accessible to all processes. However, the address space
is logically partitioned in such a way that a notion of proximity to a par-
ticular memory section is taken into account for processes. The advantage
of this vision is to provide the necessary locality information for efficient
and scalable mappings of data structures onto both shared and distributed
2 From the architecture point of view, the way processors get access to shared memories can
be either uniform or not. In uniform memory access (UMA), the memory access time does
not depend on a requesting process or considered memories. In non uniform memory access
(NUMA), the access time depends on the distance between processor and memory.
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memory hardware. Examples of languages adopting the PGAS model are
the language extensions Unified Parallel C [49], Co-Array Fortran [194], and
Titanium [244] for Java.
data parallel and high productivity languages . There is a
wide variety of parallel programming languages, generally defined for a
specific purpose. The next paragraphs overview two families of languages,
which have common motivations with our RSM formalism.
Data parallel languages differ from traditional sequential languages in
their use of operations and assignments over aggregate data structures, typ-
ically arrays. They are quite popular on SIMD architectures3 such as Con-
nection Machine (CM-2) [234] and the Massively Parallel Machine (Maspar),
in which the hardware supports fine-grained parallelism.
Array-oriented languages. APL (A Programming Language) [141] is a pioneer
array-oriented language for the design of digital computing systems at
a high abstraction level. It proposes a concise notation to describe oper-
ations on arrays, without explicit loop definitions. High-performance
Fortran (HPF) [137] also uses a compact notation for parallel loop con-
structs and regular data distributions. NESL [38] provides constructs
for expressing nested data-parallelism concisely and a performance
evaluation model. It is well-suited for irregular algorithms manipulat-
ing graphs and sparse matrices.The Single Assignment C (SAC) lan-
guage [219] is a functional language manipulating arrays to describe
intensive signal processing applications. It is similar to the Array-OL
domain-specific language [72, 122], which is dedicated to regular mul-
tidimensional signal processing applications.
Stream-oriented formalisms. The synchronous dataflow (SDF) model [167]
consists of a set of nodes communicating via FIFO queues. The rates of
exchanged monodimensional data tokens are specified statically. SDFs
are well-suited for static analysis and scheduling. Kahn process net-
works (KPNs) [150] are another popular mathematical design model.
They consist of processes representing (sequential) programs that com-
municate via unbounded FIFO buffers with blocking read. They define
deterministic specifications and offer a high flexibility for composi-
tional design. Further relevant design models include marked or event
graphs [61], which are a sub-class of Petri nets [203]. Data parallel ap-
plications are also defined with the single assignment Sisal functional
language [108] and the Brook [223] extension of C language, which
provide an implicit expression of parallelism in terms of streams and it-
erations. The StreamIt [230] programming model, dedicated to stream-
ing applications, provides a compiler for an efficient execution.
Polyhedra-oriented formalisms. Beyond the above specification models, we
also mention Alpha [183, 241], a functional language devoted to the ex-
pression of regular data-intensive algorithms. Alpha relies on systems
of affine recurrence equations. The manipulated data types consist of
convex polyhedral index domains. This allows for the description of
algorithms operating on multidimensional data. Alpha is very close to
the Array-OL language [116]. It is associated with a few program trans-
formations for optimal implementations. Polyhedral process networks
3 Notice that these architectures are no longer adopted nowadays. Instead, SIMD extensions of
instruction sets or GPUs are found.
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(PPNs) [20] are variants of KPN models, where communicating FIFO
buffers hold a bounded size, with blocking reads and writes. The exe-
cutions and inputs/outputs of PPNs are described as polytopes result-
ing from a polyhedral analysis of static affine nested loop programs.
PPNs have been used to generate task and pipeline parallel programs
for embedded architectures.
High-productivity languages aim to facilitate the programming of high-
performance systems by providing high level language supports for abstrac-
tion and modularity, using for instance object-oriented programming, to-
gether with new ideas for describing massive parallelism. They share com-
mon features with PGAS: global name space and explicit representation of
locality. However, they also allow dynamic creation of parallelism, which is
necessary for achieving operations on irregular data structures. Examples of
languages are Chapel [52] developed by Cray, Fortress [9] designed by Sun
and X10 [55] a Java extension defined by IBM. More recently, the CUDA
programming model [192] has been introduced by Nvidia as a solution to
facilitate programmers’ task for implementing scalable parallel applications
on massively multithreaded GPUs. It consists of an extension of sequen-
tial programming languages such as C with abstractions allowing for the
expression of parallelism.
automatic parallelization. The “90–10 rule” is a well known em-
pirical fact in software code optimization community that suggests 90% of
execution time of a program comes from 10% of the code. Most often, this
10% code fragment is composed of loop nests for which the inherent paral-
lelism must be exploited in an adequate way for an efficient execution. Auto-
matic parallelization [21] has been largely studied in order to permit the ef-
ficient parallel execution of code fragments written, typically in a sequential
language such as C, without modifying programs. There have been interest-
ing results for programs manipulating arrays and regular nested loop [43].
Several existing compilers implement these techniques, e.g., SUIF compiler
[13], Intel C++ compiler or LLVM [158]. While automatic parallelization has
been successfully applied to shared memory machines, for distributed mem-
ory machines the problem is more complex. As observed by [153], the “abil-
ity to automatically extract from serial programs more operations out of normal
programs to perform in parallel in the hardware has plateaued”. Among difficul-
ties in automatic parallelization are pointer handling and dynamic control
management. Beyond automatic parallelization, there are further techniques
such as allocation, scheduling or memory management of loop nests, which
contribute to efficient execution of programs.
3.2.2 The repetitive structure modeling (RSM)
The domain-specific language Array-OL [72] [116] has been initially pro-
posed within an industrial context by Thomson Marconi Sonar (now Thales)
for specifying regular multidimensional signal processing applications. The
complexity of such applications does not come from the managed elemen-
tary functions, but from the way the functions have access to data in mul-
tidimensional arrays. These elementary functions usually consist of sums,
dot products or Fourier transforms, which are often available in optimized
library implementations. The complex data access patterns in concerned
applications make difficult their scheduling on parallel and distributed exe-
cution platforms. The real-time constraints on these data-intensive applica-
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tions call for a suitable exploitation of their inherent potential parallelism
on parallel hardware.
Starting from Array-OL, the DaRT group at LIFL and Inria (Lille) pro-
posed an extension for a more general modeling paradigm, referred to as
repetitive structure modeling (RSM) [107], dedicated to the co-modeling ofWe have proposed a
tentative operational
semantics for RSM
in [106] (not
presented here).
massively parallel systems, from different viewpoints: application function-
ality, hardware architecture and functionality/architecture mapping.
basics of rsm . Among the basic characteristics of RSM are the follow-
ing: true data dependency expressions, determinism, absence of dependency cycles,
hierarchy, single assignment and undistinguished temporal and non temporal di-
mensions in toroidal multidimensional arrays. An application is specified as an
oriented task graph in which three kinds of tasks are distinguished: elemen-
tary, repetitive and composed tasks. These tasks have input and output ports.
An elementary task is an atomic (or sequential) function. A repetitive
task expresses data-parallelism by specifying how a given task is repeated
on different data subsets, referred to as tiles. It is illustrated in Figure 13.
Its associated repetition space r, a vector in which coordinates are iteration
bounds, gives the total number of repetitions. Input and output arrays are
conveyed by white square ports. Each tile, conveyed by a dark square port,
is processed by a repeated task instance corresponding to some task. All
ports are associated with a shape information representing the static size/di-
mension of their conveyed arrays and tiles. In Figure 13, the shape of the
unique input array port is a (8, 7)-matrix. The absolute coordinates of every
tile within an array are computed via information provided in a specific
connector, called tiler, which connects an input/output array port to a cor-
responding tile port.
Other
Tilers
Tiler
Array
Tile
Repetition
space
Some task
~O =
(
0
0
)
F =
(
1 1
0 1
)
P =
(
1 2
2 0
)
~A =
(
8
7
) r =
(
4
4
)
~T =
(
2
2
)
Figure 13: Repetitive task specification.
A tiler specifies the following information: the coordinates ~O, referred to
as origin vector of the data array; a paving matrix P used to compute the
absolute coordinates of tile origins in an array; and a fitting matrix F used to
compute data coordinates within a tile.
The repetition space r of a repetitive task is parsed by a vector index q.
For instance, in Figure 13, such an index is bidimensional q =
(
i
j
)
. The
paving matrix P is used to compute the coordinates of the origin point for
each tile processed by a repeated task instance, identified by index q. Such
an origin is a point in the array ~A, defined by:
~Tq = (~O+ Pq) mod ~A (1)
where the index q is defined on the r space, i.e., 0 6 q < r.
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Figure 14: Array paving according to a repetition space.
Figure 14 illustrates the paving of the input data array for the previous
repetitive task given in Figure 13. It shows the layout of tiles and the covered
repetition space r. For each repetition in r, a tile is computed in the array ~A
and the correspondence between tiles and repetition indexes is shown via
colors. For example, during the repetition identified by q =
(
0
1
)
in the r
space (right part of Figure 14), the origin point of the corresponding tile ~Tq
in the array (left part of Figure 14) is computed as:
(~O+ P~q) mod ~A = P~q =
(
1 2
2 0
) (
0
1
) (
2
0
)
.
After the identification of tile origin points, one has to determine how to
fill each tile with the elementary data contained in an array. For this purpose,
an intra-tile repetition space ~T , defined as the shape of a tile, is considered.
It is parsed by an index p. The positions of elementary data into a tile are
computed by using the fitting matrix F, as follows:
~dp = ( ~Oq + Fp) mod ~A (2)
where 0 6 p < ~T and ~Oq is the origin of a tile.
0 1
j
i
0
1
+1 +2
+1
i
j
Pixels in the tile Intra tile repetitions
Tj
Ti
Figure 15: Data layout inside a tile given by the fitting matrix F.
Figure 15 shows a correspondence between the intra-tile repetitions and
their associated elementary data. The correspondence is highlighted by col-
ors.
Within the same repetition space, task instances may depend on each
other. This is typically useful when computing the integral sum of array el-
ements. Such a repetitive task belongs to the extension of Array-OL defined
by the DaRT group (called “Array-OL with delays”) and is referred to as
repetitive task with inter-repetition dependency [122]. Figure 16 illustrates such
a task connecting the output tile port of each repeated task instance to the in-
put port of its dependent repeated task instance, according to a dependency
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vector ~d. This vector indicates within the repetition space the uniform de-
pendencies between repetition instances. A specific connector, denoted by
init_val, specifies initialization tile values for repetition instances with de-
pendencies that are out of the repetition space. These instances are typically
the very first ones according to the order introduced by an inter-repetition
dependency.
Elementary 
task
Initialization
value Dependency
vector
Repetition
space Other
Tiler
Array
Tiler
init_val
~O, F,P
r
~A
~d
Figure 16: Repetitive task with inter-repetition dependency.
A composed task is defined by a directed acyclic graph (DAG) composi-
tion of elementary and repetitive tasks, allowing for task parallelism repre-
sentation. Figure 17 shows an example of RSM specification, composed of
four interconnected repetitive tasks.
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Figure 17: An Array-OL specification composed of four tasks.
loop transformations in rsm . Many loop transformations are us-
able to modify RSM descriptions [115]. Below are presented some of them.
Fusion. Let R1 and R2 denote two repetitive tasks exchanging an array A
produced by R1 and consumed by R2. The computations of task R2
may be started while only sub-parts of A are produced by R1. Let us
call macro-tile such an array sub-part. An execution at the macro-tile
level enables a pipelined execution of R1 and R2. It also allows to min-
imize the size of intermediate memory required for data storage be-
tween the tasks. The fusion transformation of tasks R1 and R2 creates
a new repetition space on top of R1 and R2 such that: i) the exchanged
array A is replaced by a macro-tile and, ii) the repetition spaces of R1
and R2 are reduced so as to produce and consume these macro-tiles
instead of an array with the same shape as A. So, the fusion changes
the granularity of exchanged data and task repetition spaces.
Paving change. Let us consider a hierarchy of repetitive tasks, equivalent to
a loop nest. There are repetition spaces at different levels in this hi-
erarchy. The paving change transformation enables to redistribute the
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repetitions between the different levels by moving part of the higher
level repetitions to lower level ones. For instance, for a given initial
specification consisting of a hierarchical repetitive task R1 where the
inner repeated task is itself a repetitive task R2. Let their respective
repetition spaces be [t, s] and [c]. A change paving transforms the spec-
ification so that the higher level repetition space becomes [t] and the
lower level one is [s, c]. If dimensions t, s and c denote respectively
time, space and computation, it means from the initial specification,
one is making explicit the temporal execution flow of a functionality
computed in R2.
Collapse (unrolling). Given a hierarchy of repetitive tasks as discussed in
the previous transformation, the collapse transformation is equivalent
to paving change operation applied to all higher hierarchy levels. The
corresponding repetition spaces therefore become empty and useless,
except the repetition space at the lowest internal level. As a result, all
hierarchy levels associated with empty repetition spaces are deleted
from the specification. For instance, for a hierarchical repetitive task
R1 where the inner repeated task is itself a repetitive task R2, if their
respective repetition spaces are [t, s] and [c], an application of the col-
lapse transformation will yield a (non hierarchical) repetitive task R2
associated with a repetition space equals to [t, c, s].
Tiling. Given a repetitive task, the tiling transformation performs the in-
verse operation of the collapse. It creates a new repetition level on top
of a given repetitive task. In other words, this adds a new hierarchi-
cal level in the specification. During this transformation, the repetition
space of the initial repetitive task is divided into sub-spaces. In the
resulting task specification, the repetition space associated with the
added level (i.e., higher hierarchy) expresses repetitions between the
sub-spaces, while the repetition space corresponding to the initial level
(i.e., lower hierarchy) expresses repetitions within a sub-space.
Figure 18 illustrates an Array-OL specification derived from the specifi-
cation in Figure 17 by applying the following transformations: i) fusion of
tasks T1 and T2, where the two elementary tasks T1 and T2 are merged in a
common repetition space; ii) tiling of task T3, where a new repetition hierar-
chy level is created and the repetitions are distributed between the hierarchy
levels; and iii) paving change of task T4, where the size of the consumed and
produced tiles are increased.
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Figure 18: Specification of Figure 17 after 1) fusion of tasks T1 and T2; 2) tiling of
task T3 and 3) paving change of task T4.
Beyond all above notions, there are other extended concepts of RSM, pro-
posed by the DaRT group, for the description of regular hardware architec-
ture topologies, and regular mappings of software applications on hardware
platforms in codesign. These concepts have been integrated in the Marte
standard profile [195] of the Object Management Group (OMG). This profile
is dedicated to the Modeling and Analysis of Real-Time and Embedded systems.
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In addition to our Gaspard2 design environment [107] [71], there are other
environments which also adopt Array-OL concepts like the SpearDE code-
sign framework of Thales Research & Technology and the Ptolemy II of
Berkeley via its very recent Pthales domain [22].
3.3 from static to dynamic design model in rsm
The works presented in this section have been started from September 2005,
when I started my Post-doc in the DaRT group. Part of them also covers the
PhD thesis of Huafeng Yu (October 2005 – December 2008).Huafeng Yu is now
Research Engineer at
INRIA Rennes
(France). 3.3.1 Integrated control-oriented design with FSMs and RSM
some related works . The Mode Automata formalism [180] integrates
FSMs and the Lustre language to enable a direct specification of complex
systems based on the notion of running mode. This provides a designer with
dataflow and imperative flavors at the same time. More recent variants and
extensions of Mode Automata have been defined in the Lucid Synchrone
[60] and Signal languages [226]. In Signal, a previous work [216] studied the
combination of a preemption mechanism with the associated multi-clock
dataflow model by considering clock activation periods.
Similar extensions are introduced in SDFs to express dynamic changes
and reconfiguration in streaming applications [228] [190]. These solutions
integrate new features to SDFs in order to describe system behavior modes
or scenarios. In the major part of solutions, FSMs are used to define the
control part as reported in [82]. For instance, the ∗charts family of models
of computation proposed earlier in Ptolemy [113] makes it possible to com-
bine hierarchical FSMs and dataflow graphs. The states of an FSM can be
refined as dataflow graphs while actors of a dataflow graph can be refined
by FSMs. The applicability of this design principle of ∗charts is limited to
dataflow graphs for which execution can be divided into finite iterations, i.e.
a minimal number of actor firings setting a dataflow graph to its initial state.
Extended codesign finite state machines (ECFSMs) [218] are finite state ma-
chines that manage the communication behavior of an actor in a network
where interconnects are FIFO channels. This model has been extended with
the notion of actor state and hierarchy in SysteMoC [134]. The California
actor language (CAL) [79] defines dataflow graphs where actors can have
state information provided by FSMs dedicated to the scheduling of actions
to be executed.
There are some methodologies devoted to integrated FSM and dataflow
design such as Ptolemy II [80], OpenDF Design Flow [36], SystemCoDe-
signer [152] and Windowed Data Flow (WDF) [151]. The most popular is
undoubtedly the former, Ptolemy, which integrates several models of com-
putation (e.g., finite state machines, synchronous dataflow, concurrent se-
quential processes, process networks...) in order to provide an environment
for heterogeneous design. WDF aims to multidimensional applications.
The previous integrated design approaches are closely related to multi-
formalism programming models, which are used for hybrid discrete/con-
tinuous system design. We have already mentioned the Ptolemy framework,
which allows for that. Matlab [139] enables to describe modes in event-
driven and continuous systems by using Stateflow specifications. Hybrid Se-
quence Charts (HySCs) [121] are a specialized subset of Message Sequence
Charts (MSCs) providing a visual description of discrete and continuous be-
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haviors. Finally, a language [30] has been defined recently for hybrid system
modeling from a dataflow synchronous language. It integrates hierarchical
automata combined with dataflow and differential equations.
mode tasks and transition functions . A reactive control mod-
eling is associated with RSM in the form of an extension relying on finite Key publications for
more details: [210]
[246].
state machines (FSMs) [157] [245]. More precisely, the connection between
the data-intensive and control parts of an application is defined by distin-
guishing data computation modes and transition functions that produce
control values to select some modes. One important requirement here is to
preserve the regularity of computations expressed in RSM while they are
made controllable.
In order to enable the description of data-intensive applications including
control-oriented behaviors, the RSM model has been extended [157] with
a reactive control notion in the form of Mode Automata [180]. With Éric
Rutten and Huafeng Yu, we have enhanced this initial proposition by gen-
eralizing the mode automata notions in this context by making possible
descriptions featuring hierarchical and parallel mode automata [245]. Note
that this enhancement is prior to the definition of the new Pthales domain
[22] in Ptolemy. This domain certainly opens interesting opportunities in
terms of heterogeneous designs, and particularly regarding the interaction
between control-oriented models of computations and data-intensive com-
putations. The next paragraphs give an overview of the main concepts in
our proposition.
A Mode task expresses a choice among several alternative computations
denoted by tasks Tj, also called modes. All the modes Tk of M have
the same interface. Figure 19 illustrates a mode task in an informal
notation inspired by windows with multiple tabs [157]. The task is
composed of four modes T0 . . . T3, each identified by a mode value:
mi,i∈0..3. It has a specific input port m, called mode selector. When m
holds the value mk, the computation performed by the mode task is
that of Tk. As in Mode Automata, the modes run in mutual exclusion,
meaning that whenever a mode task executes, only the task Tk associ-
ated with the selected mode mk is computed.
oi T2
m0 m1 m2 m3
m
Figure 19: Example of mode task.
Transition functions are used to define mode values serving to select com-
putations. Given some inputs c used in transition conditions and a
current state value s, such a function is an elementary task in RSM
that computes the next state value s ′ after transitions. To define an
automaton, a transition function task is embedded in a repetition as
depicted by Figure 16. An inter-repetition dependency vector ~d = (−1)
is considered over a totally ordered dimension of the repetition space r,
e.g., a monodimensional temporal dimension in r. This vector connects
the ports associated with state values s and s ′. This automaton encod-
ing is very similar to the usual encoding of automata in sequential
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circuits. Advanced models such as hierarchical or parallel automata
can be obtained in a similar way [102].
Hierarchical constructs can be defined via a simple extended data de-
pendency model that mixes data-intensive computations with con-
trol. This model has a similar semantics as a mode automaton [180].
The statements representing the data-intensive part are executed ac-
cording to the states computed by a transition function. Figure 20
shows a macro construct consisting of a repetitive task R with an inter-
repetition dependency. The repeated task is a hierarchical task H in
which, a mode task selects a data-intensive algorithm to compute the
resolution of images, according to a power level.
resolution definition
algorithm #2
source
monitor
power
image
display
image
to
ti : ~O
F
P
TF
→
d
te
om
m3m2m1m0
m
im
sr
init
R
H
s ′
s
c
t ′s
Figure 20: Example of mode automaton.
application to mpsoc co-modeling . The above control-oriented
extension of RSM has been experimented at various levels in our co-modeling
framework Gaspard2. In particular, we showed that the extension is generic
enough to be used for modeling of software application, hardware architec-
ture, association of both and deployment (i.e., instantiation) with Intellectual
Properties (IPs).
While I personally have been mainly involved in the software application
level, I got the chance to collaborate with colleagues in the DaRT group
on the usage of the extended model in other levels. More precisely, we ad-
dressed together the generation of hardware accelerators for dynamic recon-
figuration on FPGAs in Gaspard2 [210, 70, 211].
Currently, within the French ANR project, named Famous, in which I
am involved, our gained insights are being considered for an extension of
the Marte standard profile for reconfigurable systems, referred to as “Reco-
Marte” profile.
3.3.2 Interaction between data dependencies and logical time
Now, I address a refinement of the untimed computation and communi-
cation actions expressed by data dependencies in RSM into synchronous
reactive models in which the temporal dimension of computations is made
explicit. For this purpose, I studied a structural translation of RSM spec-
ifications into synchronous models following their syntactical constructs.
This translation is greatly facilitated by the similarity between RSM and
synchronous dataflow languages since both have a recursive block-diagram
structure. It is summarized in this section after an overview of some related
studies.
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some related works . A reference work combining data-intensive com-
putation and abstract clocks of synchronous languages is [220], in which au-
thors consider the functional data parallel language Alpha [183, 241, 165]
and Signal. In their approach, intensive numerical computations are ex-
pressed in Alpha while the control (the clock constraints resulting from
Alpha descriptions after transformations) is conveyed to Signal. The reg-
ularity of Alpha enables to identify affine relations between the specified
clocks. The Signal compiler therefore addresses synchronizability criteria
based on such clock relations. Similar concepts can be found in [59] where
a synchronous model is defined in order to address the correct develop-
ment of high performance stream-processing applications. It particularly
relies on a domain specific knowledge consisting of periodic evolution of
streams. This model allows to automatically synthesize communications be-
tween processes with periodic clocks that are not strictly synchronous.
Although synchronous dataflow languages are not specifically intended
for data-intensive computations, they include some interesting features such
as arrays and iterators. Arrays have played an important role in synchronous
dataflow programming for the description of algorithms and architectures.
We mention the pioneer work of Le Guernic, Benveniste, Gautier and Bour-
nai on the definition of regular arrays of processes in the Signal language for
signal processing applications [161] [162]. This enabled the description of
regular data-parallel algorithms.
Another pioneer work in the Lustre language concerned the introduction
of arrays in the language [130] by Halbwachs and Pilaud. This work con-
centrated on the simulation of systolic algorithms. The authors showed that
arrays are necessary in order to write systolic algorithms in Lustre. These ar-
ray structures have been implemented on FPGA by Rocheteau [215]. More
recently, Morel proposed an efficient compilation of arrays in Lustre pro-
grams [186]. Another work on Lustre arrays [129] involves the array content
analysis through abstract interpretation.
Other relevant languages such as StreamIt [230] and Otto E Mezzo [185]
can be mentioned. The former has been already introduced in Section 3.2.1.
The second allows to describe behaviors of dynamical systems. It uses clock
information in the code generation, e.g., in C or towards a SIMD abstract
machine. It is inspired by the multidimensional extension [205] of the Lucid
dataflow language of Wadge and Ashcroft [239].
space-time mapping for logical instant identification in rsm .
As a basic principle, we decide to map the infinite dimension of repetition
spaces in RSM onto temporal dimension. The loop transformations intro-
duced earlier enable a re-factoring of RSM models into a form that can be
straightforwardly interpreted over a temporal dimension. Such a form con-
sists of a hierarchical task in which infinite arrays are manipulated only at
the very top-level. In this task, the top-level is composed of a single task
playing a similar role as a “main” function in a C program.
According to a chosen instant granularity, the main task at the very top-
level instantaneously computes identical sub-parts of input infinite arrays,
as in a flow of arrays. For instance, in a video processing application, one
may need to consider that input video data are read image by image, or
by sets of images. Then, the granularity of an instantaneous reaction is the
processing of either an image or a set of images as illustrated in Figure 21.
In [11], the authors adopted the same approach to define a projection of
data-parallel applications specified in Array-OL onto KPNs. They consid-
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Figure 21: Space-time mapping of a [5, 4,∞]-array w.r.t. different granularities.
ered a pipelined execution on data streams resulting from a refinement of
manipulated infinite arrays. The fusion loop transformation has been ap-
plied to set application models in the right form.
Understanding the space-time mapping issues in a context combining
both RSM and synchronous reactive modeling paradigms was part of a two-
year collaboration between the Inria Aoste, DaRT and Espresso groups. This
collaboration, named Triade4, focused on SoC design. Its aim was to explore
a seamless flow of increasingly time-defined and time-accurate models, so
as to progressively derive implementations through provably correct steps
from high-level (loosely-timed) models. In a submitted joint-paper with
members of Aoste, we present how from loop transformations applied to
RSM models according to given environment and execution platform con-
straints, temporal and scheduling properties are captured via specifications
defined in the polychronous CCSL language. The PhD thesis of Coadou [57]
shares a few similar motivations with this work. It considers k-periodically
routed graphs and polyhedral models to deal with loop schedulings for
data-intensive processing.
from rsm models to synchronous dataflow programs . Pro-
vided the previous time-space mapping is applied to a given application,
we can translate RSM in synchronous dataflow languages. Basically, eachKey publication for
more details: [103]. RSM task is represented by a Signal process (or Lustre node equivalently),
with the same interface. Ports are translated as signals. An elementary task
is represented by a function. Composed tasks are translated in an inductive
way by using the composition operation of synchronous languages on the
translation of its component tasks. A repetitive task R is translated similarly
by composing the translations of its tilers and repeated task instances T , as
follows (see Figures 22a and 22b):
• for an input tiler (F, ~O,P), the corresponding Signal process takes as in-
put an array with shape ~Ai and produces tiles t
q
i via a set of equations
enumerating the extraction of the tiles. The index indq corresponding
to the qth(0 6 q < r) tile having the shape ~T is obtained as follows:
< indq >= {~O+ qP+ pF mod ~A, where 0 6 p < ~T } (3)
4 http://www.irisa.fr/espresso/Triade
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Figure 22: Parallel synchronous models of repetitive tasks
For output tilers, the corresponding Signal process takes as inputs
some tiles and produces an array in which the tiles have been stored
at suitable indexes according to above formula 3.
• the set of repetitive task instances executed in parallel is encoded by
a Signal process consisting of the parallel composition of |r| identical
translations of the repeated task T in R. When R contains a dependency
between repetitions, the associated synchronous model includes addi-
tional dependencies between encoded repeated tasks. The initializa-
tion values are inputs of the first instances w.r.t. dependency order.
In addition to the above translation, we have also defined an alternative
encoding that serializes the execution of a repetitive task R. The resulting
synchronous model is more compact since it does not enumerate all in-
stances of R. This contributes to mitigate scalability issues in the resulting
synchronous models. Roughly speaking, this new translation is as follows
(see Figures 23a and 23b):
• input and output tilers are respectively encoded by special Signal pro-
cesses, referred to as Array to Flow and Flow to Array. The former pro-
cess applies an oversampling to input arrays to extract a flow of tiles.
The latter process conversely applies a down-sampling on a flow of
tiles to construct an array.
• the inner task T in R is represented by a Signal process encoding one
instance of R processing flows of tiles. For repetitive tasks with depen-
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dency between repetitions, the associated synchronous model includes
a delay operation on flows of tiles.
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Figure 23: Serialized synchronous models of repetitive tasks
For more compact synchronous models in our translation, another solu-
tion would be to exploit extended features of synchronous languages. The
arrays and their associated iterators added in Lustre [186] and the array of
processes construct [33] of Signal can be considered for this purpose.
Indeed, the synchronous model encoding presented here is meant to be
intuitive and simple, and may certainly be optimized. However, the consid-
ered optimizations can be quite different according to the goals, e.g., effi-
cient code generation or verification. Our translation separates assignments
to array elements in different equations. This enables to apply causality anal-
ysis at array element level.
The translation of the RSM extension with FSMs is quite similar to the
previous encoding rules. A mode task is simply translated as a “case” state-
ment. When such a construct is not provided by a language, it is encoded as
a composition of conditioned equations, each corresponding to a possible
mode. Whenever a condition is evaluated to true, the equations associated
with the evaluated mode are chosen for computation. A transition function
is encoded in a very similar way, or by considering built-in automata con-
structs when available in languages.
loop transformation-based abstraction for scalability. In
a collaboration referred to as ID-TLM , initiated in December 2008 (for threeAccepted publication
on this topic: [118]. years) between ST Microelectronics and Inria, we began a study on the mod-
ular design of massively parallel applications based on component-based
abstraction. This was also the subject of the short Post-doc fellowship of
Mohamed Fellahi. Here, I highlight our most relevant results [118] regard-
ing this project, obtained together with Pierre Boulet and colleagues from
the Aoste group of Inria and I3S (Sophia Antipolis).
To deal with the scalability issues in our previous translation, we inves-
tigated an abstraction of the potential parallelism expressed in RSM. The
abstraction of a task component C is built using a bottom-up process start-
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ing from elementary components used as building blocks of C up to the top
level composition of C. At each level, the process uses re-factoring transfor-
mations from the set of loop transformations described in Section 3.2.2.
At the lowest hierarchical level, the abstraction of an elementary compo-
nent E is a single degenerate data-parallel repetition of the component itself.
Since, there is no parallelism, the execution of component is atomic. For a
repetitive component R, the main question is how to build the abstraction
for a repetition of an abstraction of an internal repeated component. As this
internal repeated component is abstracted itself by a data-parallel repetition,
the problem is viewed as how to abstract two nested data-parallel repetitions
into a data-parallel repetition. This problem is exactly solved without any
loss of parallelism by applying the collapse transformation so as to obtain a
component with a single repetition level on top of a graph of components,
referred to as flatten transformation.
To build the abstraction of a DAG component C of abstracted components,
we create a new hierarchy level where the top-level component is a data-
parallel repetition of a DAG of the original abstracted components. The top-
level repetition represents a factorization of the parallelism expressed by
the repetitions of the abstracted components as in loop fusion. Actually, this
transformation is a succession of fusion and above flatten transformations
on any two components at a time in the DAG C. The final abstraction of C
is obtained by keeping only the top-level repetition as a way to express part
of the potential parallelism of C. This process may loose some potential
parallelism but keeps the parallelism that can be expressed as nested loops
with uniform dependencies.
The above abstraction of internal parallelism in an RSM task component is
an alternative model specification that can reduce the complexity of initial
specifications. It also offers a rich interface, as introduced by Alfaro and
Henzinger in [8], exposing the potential parallelism of a component while
hiding its implementation. This favors component reusability in a design
context where the effective use of the potential parallelism of a component
is a decision that could be taken after the design of the component library.
3.3.3 Model-driven engineering in Gaspard2 environment
In the context of the PhD thesis of Huafeng Yu [245], a prototype transforma- Key publications for
more details: [245]
[104].
tion chain, based on model-driven engineering, has been developed in Gas-
pard2 (first version) for an automatic translation of RSM models into syn-
chronous dataflow programs. It is illustrated on the left-hand side of the Gas-
pard2 design approach shown in Figure 24. In this approach, the comodel- Key publication for a
more detailed
overview: [107].
ing of data-intensive MPSoCs starts with Marte specifications of software ap-
plication, hardware architecture, association of both parts and deployment
of generic components with IPs. Then, different automatic model transfor-
mations are implemented towards various technical domains, for: verifica-
tion of application properties via synchronous languages, high-performance
execution via OpenMP Fortran (and more recently via OpenCL), system
simulation via SystemC, and hardware synthesis via VHDL.
The implementation of the transformation towards synchronous languages
relies on a generic metamodel for synchronous equational dataflow lan-
guages, which targets at the same time Lustre, Lucid Synchrone, and Signal.
The tool has been developed as an Eclipse plugin. The implemented trans-
formation rules globally represent about five thousands lines of Java code
in Eclipse.
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Figure 24: Sketch of the Gaspard2 design approach.
The translation chain did not include the control extension of RSM. How-
ever, a metamodel has been defined as an implementation of the proposed
control-oriented extension of RSM. It relies on UML state machines and col-
laboration diagrams combined with already existing concepts of RSM. The
transformation rules associated with the extended metamodel have been
specified in [245]. A manual translation of the extended RSM have been
experimented on a simple example of multimedia application [246] [105].
Beyond the above contributions to Gaspard2, I would like to briefly men-
tion another work I was involved in, about the syntactical validation of
Marte models using the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [54]. This work
was done with Asma Charfi, who I advised during her master internship for
eight months from April 2007. It was funded by the Franco-Tunisian Ksours
project on design and validation for reconfigurable systems. The Tunisian
partner was the Computer & Embedded Systems lab at ENIS in Sfax.
3.4 synchronous approach for dealing with correctness
Some analyses applicable to RSM specifications are summarized in this sec-
tion. They are typical in synchronous programming and are made possi-Key publications on
this topic: [103]
[246] [105].
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ble on RSM specifications via the translation presented in the previous
section. These analyses should be seen as complementary techniques to
those relying on polyhedra (e.g., developed in Feautrier’s works [84]), which
are also applicable to RSM. They become particularly useful when data-
dependencies are strongly combined with control flows.
3.4.1 Causality and array assignment analysis
causality analysis . The execution semantics considered for RSM in
Gaspard2 framework imposes that all inputs of a task are available before
outputs are computed. Let us consider a hierarchical task T, depicted by
Figure 25, composed of two communicating sub-tasks T1 and T2. According
to this level of hierarchy, the specification is not correct for execution since
T1 and T2 are inter-dependent (i.e., causality cycle).
T T1
T2
i22
i11 o11
o22
o21
o12
i21
i12
Figure 25: A simple hierarchical task model.
Our translation of RSM into synchronous dataflow languages offers the
opportunity to address the causality problems inherited from RSM model
with compilers associated with target languages [132] [163]. Figure 26a il-
lustrates the task T according to the execution semantics of RSM models in
Gaspard2. For instance, every output port, say o11, of task T1, depends on
all input ports of the task, i.e. i11 and i12. The translation of such an RSM
model leads to a synchronous program on which compilers will straightfor-
wardly exhibit the presence of causality cycles. As a result, the version of
task T given in Figure 26a should be rejected.
T T1
T2
i22
i11 o11
o22
o21
o12
i21
i12
(a) Presence of cycle.
T
T2
T1
i22
i11
i12
i21
o12
o11
o22
o21
(b) Absence of cycle.
Figure 26: A simple causality analysis for task T.
Now, let us consider the alternative definitions of T1 and T2 shown in
Figure 26b. In T1, o11 only depends on i11. Assuming the dependencies
specified in Figure 26b, it is very easy to show that the translation of the sec-
ond version of task T leads to a deadlock-free program. Hence, the execution
semantics of RSM models in Gaspard2 clearly appears very restrictive. With
a finer-grained causality analysis such as the one provided by compilers of
synchronous languages, one avoids “false” data dependency cycles.
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checking single assignment. Single assignment is another key prop-
erty of RSM. For a given array A, one must ensure that no element of A is
overwritten after its first value assignment. This typically happens when the
paving matrix and the shape of tiles lead to tiles that overlap within A. Let
us consider a tiler characterized by the following values:
F =
(
1 0 0
0 1 0
)
, ~O =
 00
0
, P =
 4 0 00 4 0
0 0 1

Figure 27a shows a correct paving obtained with this tiler information.
The tiles have a (4,4)-shape where the origin point of each tile is set in red.
P(0,0)
P(5,4)P(4,4)P(3,4)P(2,4)P(1,4)P(0,4)
P(0,3) P(1,3) P(2,3) P(3,3) P(4,3) P(5,3)
P(1,2) P(2,2) P(3,2) P(4,2) P(5,2)
P(5,1)P(4,1)P(3,1)P(2,1)P(1,1)
P(0,2)
P(0,1)
P(1,0) P(2,0) P(3,0) P(4,0) P(5,0)
(a) Single assignments.
P(7,4)
P(2,1)P(1,1) P(3,1) P(4,1) P(5,1) P(6,1) P(7,1)P(0,1)
P(0,0) P(3,0) P(4,0) P(5,0) P(6,0) P(7,0)P(2,0)P(1,0)
P(3,2) P(4,2) P(5,2) P(6,2) P(7,2)P(1,2)P(0,2) P(2,2)
P(5,3) P(6,3) P(7,3)P(0,3) P(4,3)P(3,3)P(1,3) P(2,3)
P(0,4) P(1,4) P(2,4) P(3,4) P(4,4) P(5,4) P(6,4)
Multiple assignments for gray array elements
(b) Multiple assignments.
Figure 27: Different array assignments in RSM: origin point in each (4,4)-pattern is
represented by a red bullet.
When considering new values of the tiler, given below, we observe inter-
section regions between contiguous tiles in Figure 27b:
F =
(
1 0
0 1
)
, ~O =
(
0
0
)
, P =
(
3 0
0 4
)
For instance, the tile P(0,0) overlaps the tile P(1,0) at the array elements
with indexes (3, 0), (3, 1), (3, 2) and (3, 3). The translation of RSM models
with the second tiling information produces a synchronous model with
multiple assignments to the same array locations. This violates the single as-
signment property of RSM. This is observed with compilers of synchronous
languages for free.
We notice that single assignment in RSM can be checked with an algo-
rithm that exhibits the emptiness of polyhedra intersection as shown in [41].
Such an algorithm can be implemented using linear programming. However,
no implementation is currently available in the Gaspard2 environment.
3.4.2 State-based analysis for adaptive behaviors
Beyond the previous causality and array assignment analysis, the transla-
tion towards synchronous languages opens the way to apply further veri-
fication techniques such as model-checking of the functional properties of
RSM models. This is useful when designing data-intensive applications with
mode-based adaptive behaviors.
In a case study on the design of the multimedia functionality in a mo-
bile phone, we addressed important requirements on its operating modes
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among which the mutual exclusion between some modes [246] [105]. Typ-
ically, black-and-white and color display modes cannot be set at the same
time. This has been checked as an invariance property. Another frequent re-
quirement is the reachability of some system modes under specific resource
availability conditions. For instance, a high-quality display mode of a mo-
bile phone may be enabled only when the battery level is high enough. To
achieve the model-checking of our synchronous models, we used the Sigali
tool [181].
In the same case study [105], we experimented discrete controller synthe-
sis for the definition of a safe controller for the multimedia functionality of a
mobile phone model specified with our extension of RSM. We observed that
a manual encoding of such a controller, satisfying a few expected properties
in a simple application, is very tedious and error-prone.
3.4.3 Analysis in presence of environment constraints
As discussed in the previous chapter, abstract clocks are very useful for
dealing with multi-clock designs. After a space-time mapping of RSM mod-
els, they serve here to reason on applications w.r.t. environment and imple-
mentation constraints. For illustration, we consider a downscaling algorithm
achieved by a component receiving a flow (tki ) of images from a CMOS sen-
sor and reducing their size before sending a flow (tko) of reduced images
on a screen for display. This is illustrated in Figure 28. Each component
is associated with an abstract clock describing its activations, i.e., its data
consumption/production rates.
CMOS
sensor Downscaler
TFT
display
cp ca ci
t ik tok
Figure 28: Image downscaling.
Let cp, ca and ci respectively be the abstract clocks of the sensor, the
downscaler and the display. A step in cp, ca and ci corresponds to the
production of respectively a single pixel by the sensor, a transformed block
of pixels by the downscaler, and an image by the display. The components
interaction is encoded with affine clock relations [220], as follows:
• C1: ca is an affine under-sampling of cp, i.e., cp (1,φ1,d1)→ ca;
• C2: ci is an affine under-sampling of ca, i.e., ca (1,φ2,d2)→ ci;
where φj and dj respectively denote a phase and a period.
Now, we consider a design requirement of the video display functionality,
consisting of a constraint on the actual image display rate, denoted by a
new abstract clock c ′i. This constraint, denotes a direct affine clock relation,
between cp and c ′i as follows:
• C3: cp (1,φ3,d3)→ c ′i.
Guaranteeing the compatibility of C3 with the previous set of constraints
{C1,C2} amounts to establish the synchronizability of clocks ci and c ′i. Syn-
chronizability allows to guarantee the existence of a dataflow-preserving
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way to make two affine clocks synchronous. In other words, a finite-size
buffer protocol can be defined to synchronize such clocks. This issue cannot
be addressed by only using the usual definition of clock synchronization of
synchronous languages. Instead, properties of affine abstract clock systems
have to be considered. From C1, C2 and C3, the affine clock synchronizabil-
ity property [220] implemented in the Signal compiler has to be used. This
issue is solved quite easily with synchronous models while it is not possible
with RSM only. Such an analysis provides feedback information for adjust-
ing the paving iteration parameters of an RSM model of the downscaler so
as to satisfy the non functional requirements imposed on the whole system.
3.5 summary and discussion
This chapter provided an overview of my contributions on the design and
analysis of reactive data-intensive applications in the Gaspard2 codesign
framework. The presented results aim to bridge the gap between a repetitive
structure modeling (RSM) and the synchronous reactive dataflow program-
ming model. RSM represents applications as a hybrid of black-box stream-
computing filters and regular, affine dependencies capturing their behaviors
as generalized, multidimensional system of uniform recurrence equations.
The synchronous model proposes well-adapted concepts to represent con-
current dataflow processes analyzable with a rich set of tools.
what has been proposed? The RSM formalism does not assume any
notion of time and dynamic change. Its specifications express data-dependen-
cies between task repetitions and multidimensional access patterns, but no
specific execution order is fixed. In order to deal with time and dynamic
behavior changes, which are crucial notions for the description of reactive
behaviors in data-intensive applications, my contributions concerned on the
one hand, an extension of RSM with reactive control modeling features and
on the other hand, a refinement of RSM towards synchronous dataflow lan-
guages. A major benefit of these works is i) to increase the expressivity of
RSM for data-intensive applications with dynamic control and, ii) to provide
a seamless flow of increasingly time-defined models in order to refine ap-
plication descriptions via a translation into synchronous reactive programs.
Some properties of RSM designs are therefore analyzable by using the ver-
ification tools associated with synchronous languages. These works have
been conducted in the Gaspard2 environment, dedicated to the co-design of
data-intensive systems-on-chip.
what are the main limitations and how to address them?
The encoding of control in RSM was achieved by considering its native
features, i.e., repetitions. The motivation of such an approach is to keep
on benefiting from the loop transformations already applicable to the RSM
model. Another approach would be à la Ptolemy [22], where heterogeneous
modeling enables to combine different paradigms, e.g., RSM-like with ad-
vanced control-oriented models. While it should offer more expressivity, it
would have required a re-design of a large part the model transformations
applicable to the RSM extension in Gaspard2.
Regarding our translation of RSM into synchronous programs, the main
limitation was a scalability issue. Indeed, the size of synchronous models
resulting from the transformation of RSM can be huge for large repetition
spaces. This can reduce the applicability of target formal checking tools. One
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may think of using array extensions in synchronous languages, e.g., array
iterators in Lustre and array of processes in Signal. This may not be com-
pletely satisfactory, as the useful element-wise semantics of arrays would be
lost, leading, e.g., to a very conservative analysis of causality and single as-
signment. However, it is worth mentioning the recent works by Halbwachs
and his colleagues on array properties in Lustre [129] [202]. The former work
focuses on the analysis of array contents while the latter is dedicated to the
synthesis of invariant properties in programs manipulating arrays. They cer-
tainly open new opportunities for considering synchronous languages as a
support to analyze RSM specifications.
Furthermore, the loop transformation-based abstraction we proposed is
another promising way to overcome the scalability issues related to the trans-
lation of the massive parallelism of RSM into synchronous languages.
final opinion on the presented contributions . The results ex-
posed in this chapter contribute to a useful bridge between two modeling
paradigms: repetitive structure modeling and synchronous reactive model-
ing. While they provided insightful observations on a possible exploitation
of the complementary capabilities of these paradigms, their impact in in-
dustry is currently limited due to the absence of a complete and effective
programming model infrastructure (e.g., combining their associated static
analysis and loop transformation techniques) that facilitates their applicabil-
ity. On the other hand, the two considered paradigms are borrowed by the
OMG Marte standard profile, which targets a wide audience of embedded
system designers. So, I expect my contributions will help Marte users in a
disciplined system design combining the related concepts.
An important question deserving attention that has not been answered in
my contributions concerns a tight integration of loop transformations, array
manipulation and clock calculus for a more efficient compilation of reactive
data-intensive applications (see perspectives in Chapter 5).
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This chapter presents the last part of my contributions. The related stud-
ies, started from September 2008, concern the investigation of design space
exploration (DSE) techniques for MPSoCs in Gaspard2 (see Figure 11). The
basic principle is to rely on the capabilities of the two design paradigms con-
sidered in the previous chapters: on the one hand, the synchronous reactive
approach and on the other hand, the repetitive structure modeling. These
works have been conducted in the contexts of the PhD thesis of Adolf Ab-
dallah, defended in March 2011 (co-advised with Jean-Luc Dekeyser), the
ongoing PhD thesis of Xin An, started in October 2010 (co-advised with
Éric Rutten), and the Post-doc fellowship of Rosilde Corvino, during one
year from December 2009 (co-mentored with Pierre Boulet).
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Figure 29: Specific contributions presented in the current chapter (the other contri-
butions not exposed here are intentionally blurred).
The chapter is organized as follows: in Section 4.1, I expose the motiva-
tions of the studies and I introduce the main challenges of interest; in Section
4.2, I address the design space exploration for efficient implementation of
data-intensive applications specified in RSM on MPSoC architectures with
optimized data transfer and storage; in Section 4.3, I present an abstract
clock-based reasoning framework for the analysis and rapid prototyping of
embedded applications executed on MPSoCs; finally, in Section 4.4, I dis-
cuss the strengths, limitations and future directions to the presented works.
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An executive summary is also given, regarding the key points of my contri-
butions highlighted in this chapter.
4.1 overview of main challenges
Data-intensive applications require high computing performance and paral-
lelism as provided by well-adapted systems such as MPSoCs. In particular,
for their implementation on MPSoCs, two factors have a strong impact on
the quality of design results: on the one hand, the data transfer and stor-
age micro-architecture [198] including the communication structure and the
memory hierarchy, and on the other hand, the parallelism level of the com-
puting resources. The first factor must be orchestrated so as to guarantee
an optimized and bottleneck-free distribution of data to the different com-
puting resources. The second factor is crucial in order to find a correct and
energy-efficient software/hardware mapping. These two factors make the
implementation of data-intensive applications on MPSoCs extremely com-
plex. In this chapter, I advocate analysis methods that allow one to easily
focus on relevant design issues in orthogonal ways.
4.1.1 Data transfer and storage for efficient communications
Many works deal with the design of MPSoCs for data-intensive applica-
tions at different abstraction levels: 1) the system level, where abstract anal-
yses target the communication and storage mechanisms syntheses; 2) the
processor level, where techniques such as High Level Synthesis (HLS), are
aimed at rapidly inferring an efficient parallel Register Transfer Level model
from a high level sequential specification. At these abstraction levels, loop-
based methods have been largely used to explore design possibilities for
data-intensive applications. At system level, they are used to estimate the
storage requirements [138]. At processor level, loop-based HLS tools for
data-intensive applications enable an implementation efficacy comparable
to traditional flows, with the advantage of being automated [124].
Most of existing works improving HLS with loop transformations, opti-
mize the loop iterations scheduling, reduce the redundant memory traffic
and improve the synthesis of computation data path only for single nested
loops. On the other hand, more abstract methods based on SDFs [167] are
commonly used to explore communication structure and memory hierar-
chy for systems composed of multiple communicating loops. Unfortunately
most SDF models do not take into account the multidimensionality of trans-
ferred data in data-intensive applications. Hence, they are not well-suited
to describe the effects of loop transformations on multidimensional data-
intensive application specification.
The first result presented in this chapter answers the following question:
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First challenge.
How to explore communication-efficient implementations of data-
intensive applications designed in RSM?
To answer the above question, I will exploit the loop transformations
defined in RSM and explore the characteristics of the resulting appli-
cation graph structures so as to isolate those with the most interesting
data transfer and storage capacity. An evolutionary algorithm is used
to accelerate the process.
4.1.2 Software/hardware association for efficient execution
Prototyping and simulation techniques have been considered as mainstream
approaches to analyze MPSoCs design choices with respect to performance
and energy-efficiency. Among these techniques, physical prototyping [19]
involves circuit board and SoC in the form of working silicon. Emulation
of hardware acceleration [136] involves field-programmable gate arrays (FP-
GAs) and require register transfer level (RTL) descriptions. While the major
advantage of these two techniques is their high accuracy, they require a
long time and provide a limited flexibility for an efficient DSE of multiple
architectures.
Other approaches [5], [204] adopt the transactional level modeling (TLM)
for fast simulation, and instruction set simulators (ISS) [19] for pre-silicon
verification and debugging, by executing applications on hosts that simu-
late the processors of the target execution platform. However, the simula-
tion speed and timing accuracy of ISS-based techniques are faster and less
accurate than those of prototyping and emulation. Virtual system proto-
types allowing cycle-accurate simulations are often preferred to these ap-
proaches. Further approaches rely on host-compilation [110], which uses
back-annotations of timing estimates for a rapid yet accurate simulation.
While the simulation speed is not affected by these notations, the accuracy
of estimates quite depends on the ability to avoid possible pessimistic timing
approximations obtained statically and unpredictable effects on timing ap-
proximations obtained dynamically. Trace-driven approach [135] is another
solution found in literature, used for embedded system analysis.
In addition, we can also mention approaches focusing on static estima-
tions of execution platform resources for applications with predictable be-
haviors, e.g., multimedia approaches. Typical reasoning models in these ap-
proaches are SDFs [248] [243].
From the above glance at prototyping and simulation techniques, we ob-
serve their complementarity regarding rapidity and accuracy for perfor-
mance and energy estimation. About design correctness, these techniques
consider debugging and testing, which are tedious and, with the ever in-
creasing complexity of embedded systems, they are even a “nightmare” [75].
My proposition regarding the above concerns aims to give an answer to
the following question:
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Second challenge.
How to rapidly analyze, at system-design level, efficient mappings
of applications on MPSoCs so as to find the best parallelism level
for execution?
My suggested solution relies on an encoding of the problem with ab-
stract clocks inspired by the multi-clock synchronous reactive mod-
eling. This allows me to define a high-level modeling paradigm for
combined software, hardware and environment specifications and to
reason on it.
4.2 dse for efficient data transfer and storage
The present section summarizes my work on automatic exploration of com-
munication-efficient architectures for the implementation of data-intensive
applications, specified as graphs of nested loops in RSM (without inter-
repetition dependencies in repetitive tasks). This work has been initiatedRosilde Corvino is
now research
scientist and project
manager at the
Eindhoven Technical
University (The
Netherdands), and
we still collaborate
on the same topic.
in a close and fruitful collaboration with Rosilde Corvino since her Post-doc
in the DaRT group (December 2009 – December 2010).
4.2.1 Related works
Previous works on genetic algorithms [23] [175] have shown their efficacy
in the optimization of multi-objective design explorations with large solu-
tion spaces. These works mostly construct the hardware architecture from
a set of possible components, while we use a data-oriented configurable
architecture with configuration parameters directly inferred from the appli-
cation restructuring. As a result, the space of analyzed hardware solutions is
narrowed to those appropriate for an analyzed application. Our method is
similar to HLS-based flows applying loop transformations [169] [154] [201]
[124] [138], but in contrast to these methods it targets applications including
multiple communicating nested loops.
The use of loop transformations for architecture design and synthesis was
already proposed in the 1990’s [169] [154]. In [169], the authors use loop
folding to schedule loop iterations in a pipeline fashion meeting schedul-
ing and mapping constraints. Their work mostly focuses on the synthesis
of the computing data paths and does not consider the synthesis of data
transfer and storage micro-architectures. The approach [154] employs loop
transformations for redundant memory traffic reduction, the optimal mem-
ory structure is neither explored nor selected.
Other recent works have used loop transformations for computing data
path synthesis [201] [124] or memory architecture design [138]. As in our
method, [201] uses loop transformations for FPGA design and defines ab-
stract models of design area and performance to evaluate the effect of the
loop transformations. But, this method targets computational data paths of
single nested loops and the used transformations are oriented to instruction
level parallelism, while our method mostly focuses on data parallelism.
In [124], the Spark framework uses code transformations such as code mo-
tion, dynamic renaming to improve the hardware implementation of com-
puting resources and reduce the redundant memory traffic. This method
is not aimed at exploring data parallelism nor the design of application-
specific data transfer and storage micro-architectures. In [138], loop trans-
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formations are used to improve data transfer and storage micro-architecture
by enhancing the data re-use.
4.2.2 A hardware architecture template
A generic hardware architecture model is considered consisting of a simpli-
fied representation of a tile-based MPSoC [24]. Each processing tile, Proc Tile
i, contains a processing element Ti, local memories (light gray squares) and
a local control for data access, CTRL. Thanks to a double-buffering mecha-
nism, i.e., two local buffers alternatively read and written by the processing
elements and the CTRL of a processing tile, data accesses and computa-
tions can be performed in parallel. Furthermore, a processing tile executes
task repetitions in a pipeline due to the usage of pipelined computing units.
Different tiles communicate through point-to-point links if they frequently
exchange small amounts of data, or through a shared bus if they exchange
large amounts of data.
Application/architecture mapping and scheduling rules make each RSM
repetitive task (without inter-repetition dependencies) corresponds to a pro-
cessing tile of the MPSoC and each tile of data to a local double-buffer.
Figure 30 represents the customized architectures associated with the spec-
ification of Figure 17 in Chapter 3, which contains four repetitive tasks
exchanging (large) arrays. As a consequence, four processing tiles are in-
stantiated to execute the four tasks. The local memories of the instantiated
processing tiles are able to store the data tiles of these tasks. They use a
double-buffering mechanism to mask data access to the external memory
performed through a shared bus.
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Figure 30: Architecture associated with the Array-OL model of Figure 17.
Loop transformations directly set specific mapping and scheduling rules
on the considered tile-based hardware architecture, as follows:
1. The task fusion determines the communication structure. Indeed, when
two tasks are merged they repeatedly exchange smaller data blocks.
Thus, they are mapped onto a pipeline of processing tiles with point-
to-point connections. They benefit from parallel read and write ac-
cesses to local double-buffers. By contrast, two unmerged tasks ex-
change larger data blocks that cannot be stored in local buffers. They
are mapped onto processing tiles communicating via the shared bus
with exclusive read/write accesses.
2. The paving-change determines different sizes of local double buffers.
3. The tiling determines different parallelism levels multiplying the num-
ber of processing elements within each processing tile.
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Figure 31: Architecture associated with the Array-OL model of Figure 18.
Figure 31 represents the customized architecture associated with the spec-
ification of Figure 18 in Chapter 3. The tasks T1 and T2 are merged by fusion.
They are mapped onto processing tiles that communicate directly and real-
ize a pipeline in our MPSoC architecture. Proc Tile 1 can copy data directly
into the local memory of Proc Tile 2. The task T3 is tiled with two repetitions
moved to the inner repetition level. Its corresponding processing tile imple-
ments two parallel processing elements with their own local buffers, that
can process different data tiles in parallel. Proc Tile 3 uses a single shared
controller to copy data into its local double-buffers in order to reduce chip
area overhead due data parallelism increase.
4.2.3 Overview of the DSE problem encoding
at a glance . Our approach [64] exploits RSM and benefits from the
associated loop transformations in order to systematically explore efficientKey publication for
more details: [64]. implementation architectures, with respect to data transfer and storage. In
Figure 32, as inputs, it takes an application specification in RSM and the
previous customizable architecture template. The input application is trans-
formed in order to enhance its data parallelism through data partitioning.
In the same time, the architecture template is transformed exploring dif-
ferent application-specific customizations. The blocks of data manipulated
by the application are streamed into the architecture. For the implementa-
tion of data-intensive computing systems, several parallelism levels are pos-
sible: inter-task parallelism realized through a systolic processing of data
blocks; parallelism between data access and computation realized through
the double-buffering mechanism; and data parallelism in a single task re-
alized through a pipelining of the data stream processing or through the
instantiation of parallel hardware resources.
The architecture parallelism level and the size of streamed data blocks are
chosen in order to hide the latency of data transfers with computing time.
The above approach can be considered as a meet-in-the middle design tech-
nique because several hardware optimizations for data-intensive computing
applications are already included into the customized architecture template.
The data transfer and storage configuration of this template is inferred from
the analysis and refactoring of considered application specifications.
encoding of the system level exploration problem . In [63],
we considered a formalization using integer variables that represent re-Key publications for
more details: [63]
and [64].
quired local buffer sizes and data parallelism respectively. In order to op-
timize design objectives, such as minimization of local buffers size and im-
provement of system temporal performance, some design constraints are for-
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Figure 32: Overview of the proposed method.
mulated on these variables taking into account the chosen architecture/exe-
cution model. While an integer variable only expresses buffer size informa-
tion here, the related DSE constraints involve additional aspects such as the
time balancing between data access time and output computation time. So,
our initial integer variable formalization was not expressive enough to fully
capture all exploration aspects.
More recently, we proposed an alternative solution [62] relying on abstract
clock encoding, which is more accurate than [63]. Thanks to this encoding, Key publication for
more details: [62].abstract clocks capture the order of data accesses, the time needed to read
data and possible synchronizations between tasks. They also enable to char-
acterize the way data consumption and production of repeated tasks are
synchronized when they are executed on MPSoC processing tiles according
to the mapping rules we defined. The loop transformations of RSM affect
the data consumption and production rates of a task and, as a consequence,
the associated abstract clocks. Furthermore, abstract clocks provide a uni-
form way to describe DSE constraints and objectives. This favors a simpler
yet expressive formalization of the optimization problem, and thus opens
the possibility to implement faster algorithms to solve design optimization
problems.
4.2.4 Implementation of our DSE approach
The DSE approach implementation1, shown in Figure 33, relies on the ab- Key publication for
further details [66].stract clock encoding [66]. The inputs are RSM specification of applications
and our customizable hardware architecture template. The outputs of the
design exploration are Pareto pairs consisting of a restructured application
and an optimized set of hardware architecture parameters, to which are as-
sociated abstract clocks. A few quality indicators about throughput, energy
consumption and memory size are used to evaluate the design exploration
outputs and guide the exploration itself toward the optimal solutions.
1 Implemented in a tool available at http://www.es.ele.tue.nl/~rcorvino/tools.html.
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This implementation has been achieved in Java and involves three explo-
ration steps [66], as follows:
Step 1: Fusion enumeration. This algorithm, equivalent to [212], enumer-
ates all possible task fusions. It partitions them in a number of sub-
spaces equal to the number of integer partitions of n, where n is the
number of tasks in the application specification. An integer partition
is a set of positive integer vectors whose components add up to n.
Step 2: Opt4J-based genetic algorithm. For each sub-space mapping a n in-
teger partition, the Opt4J modular framework [174] supporting genetic
algorithms, explores the tiling and paving change transformations in
order to find the local Pareto solutions. All these solutions are merged
in a new exploration space and passed to the final selection step.
Step 3: Final selection. This algorithm is an exhaustive search of the new
formed exploration space in order to find the global Pareto front. An
exhaustive exploration method is used for the fusion and a heuristic
method for the other transformations because there is a finite and rea-
sonably low number of possible fusions, while the number of possible
tiling and paving-change is high.
Opt4J-based GA
Input RSM model Architecture
Template
RSM model
restructuring
MPSoC
instances
RSM
model
MPSoC
Map/Sche
rules
Fusion Enumeration
Tiling, Un-
rolling,
Paving
DecoderConstructor Evaluator
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p
1k
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clocks
Quality
indicators
Local Pareto
Final Selection
Global Pareto
Figure 33: Implementation of our DSE approach.
4.2.5 Some case studies
We have demonstrated the validity of our approach by considering four
sample applications: a JPEG encoder, a radar signal processing application
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named STAP [117], a hydrophone monitoring application named VBL [42]
and a low pass spatial filter (LPSF). The exploration were performed on an
Intel i7 quad-core processor running at 2.67 GHz with 4G of RAM.
results characterizing the exploration method. Table 3 gives
the complexity of the performed explorations, for each analyzed application.
Typically, a JPEG encoder has 11 tasks and 75 possible fusions. The number
of selected global Pareto solutions increases with the number of input tasks
of an application, which characterizes the complexity of the problem.
JPEG STAP VBL LPSF
number of tasks in application 11 7 6 4
number of possible fusions 75 54 54 8
explored individuals 104 7900 7900 3200
total individuals in explo. space 315× 106 9× 105 9× 105 2× 103
average num. of global Pareto sol. 11 7 2 1
Table 3: Exploration complexity and selectivity.
Table 4 gives the run-time of the whole exploration for all applications. It
shows the percentage of run-time for each exploration step: fusion exploration,
Opt4J-based genetic algorithm and final selection. The latter step also includes
the time spent to read and write text files. As expected, the run-time of the
exploration depends on the size of the exploration space. Its major part is
spent in the genetic algorithm by Opt4J. The percentage of time spent to
perform the different steps is almost invariable with respect to the different
applications and different trials per application. Furthermore, the total run-
time is about seconds even for highly complex problem solving.
JPEG STAP VBL LPSF
run-time of exploration (sec.) 81 37 34 5
Perc. of run-time for Fusion Exploration 3% 3% 3% 2%
Perc. of run-time for Opt4J 96% 97% 97% 98%
Perc. of run-time for Final Selection 1% ≈ 0% ≈ 0% ≈ 0%
Table 4: Exploration run-time.
To evaluate the precision of our approach, we compared it with an exhaus-
tive search in Table 5. We give the run-time of the two exploration methods
and the -indicators [249], asserting the quality of a Pareto front with respect
to another. Here,  = 1 if the Pareto fronts obtained with both methods are
identical. For feasibility reason, we performed the comparison for a gray-
scale JPEG encoder (YJPEG in Table 5), and two reduced explorations of
STAP and VBL applications (denoted STAP* and VBL* in Table 5).
The above experiments show the relevance of our method in a design flow
for an efficient and rapid exploration of data-intensive applications.
comparison of inferred solutions w.r .t. the state of the art.
We have assessed the quality of selected hardware architectures from our
DSE results for the JPEG encoder against solutions existing in literature. We Key publication for
more details: [65].analyzed the results of two implementations by using a Virtex-4 XC4VFX20
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run-time -indicator
our method exhaustive
LPSF 5 sec. 14 min. 1
VBL 34 sec. n.a. -
STAP 37 sec. n.a. -
JPEG 81 sec. n.a. -
YJPEG 7 sec. 16 min. 1
STAP* 35 sec. 21 min. 1
VBL* 33 sec. 19 min. 1
Table 5: Quality of Pareto front search.
FPGA2 of Xilinx, one for a gray-scale JPEG and one for a color JPEG. We
notice that since the solution considered from literature are implemented
on older FPGA platforms (a Flex 10KE FPGA of Altera after hand-made
optimizations and a Virtex-2 FPGA from a HLS tool) the comparison has to
be considered as a rule of thumb indication of the possible improvements
that can be obtained with our method.
We compared our implementation of the color JPEG encoder with [229],
which is obtained with impulseC and is 100 times faster than a DSP-based
implementation. The authors in [229] were able to process 41,000 blocks of
8x8 per second with a frequency of 50 MHz. We achieved a throughput
of 312,500 blocks of 8x8 pixels per second for a Pareto solution, synthesized
with the frequency of 50 MHz (maximum achievable frequency is 200 MHz).
In our implementation, the local memories are implemented into dedicated
optimized FPGA RAM’s3 for efficient data storage and rapid access to mem-
ory. Thus, their area occupancy is optimized. Our design implementation oc-
cupies 6% of slices and 88% of RAM’s. The amount of used slices for logic is
reasonably low and leaves room for implementing the processing elements.
We have compared our implementation of a gray-scale JPEG encoder with
the manual implementation of [6]. We achieve a throughput of 164 frames of
640×480 pixels compared to a throughput of 122 frames achieved with this
implementation, for an area occupancy of 1% of slices and 8% of RAM’s.
These experiments show that our implementations use a reasonably low
logic area overhead and efficiently exploit the FPGA optimized RAM’s to
achieve a significant throughput increase.
4.2.6 Benefits for MPSoC design frameworks
The design space exploration technique presented above is a typical use-
ful component of the toolkit required in high-level codesign frameworks to
bring the crucial design decisions under control earlier. Gaspard2 is such
a framework dedicated to data-intensive embedded systems. Even though
our technique has not been fully integrated yet to Gaspard2, it can act as a
companion tool to assist a user in the earlier design steps.
Given an application specified in RSM to be implemented on a multipro-
cessor hardware platform, our DSE solution is usable to automatically ex-
plore candidate application specification refactorings and hardware architec-
2 We have reproduced these experiments with a more recent Virtex-6 FPGA. The obtained results
are different but remain comparable with those observed with the Virtex-4 XC4VFX20 FPGA.
3 They are referred to as RAMB16’s.
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ture configurations, which exhibit interesting properties regarding memory
and communication concerns. The results would serve as insightful indica-
tions upon which the first design choices can rely. The best implementa-
tions achieved by our DSE can be automatically generated in the form of
a graph by the associated tool, named DTSE4 (Data Transfer and Storage
Explorer). Such a graph illustrates the system structure corresponding to
a given solution and allows a user to visualize and understand a selected
design solution.
Our method can be also used as a complement to the approaches dis-
cussed in related works: it is possible to use our method to improve the archi-
tecture synthesis of a system with multiple loops, use pre-existing methods
to improve the instruction level parallelism and, reduce redundant memory
accesses inside the loop cores.
Finally, our technique is also under consideration in the ASAM5 research
project as part of the European ARTEMIS research program. The aim of
ASAM is to automate the design of application-specific SoCs and proces-
sors using advanced DSE techniques. Rosilde Corvino, who is the main
developer of our DSE tool, participates to ASAM. She focuses on the explo-
ration of efficient application-specific instruction-set processors (ASIPs) de-
signs. More generally, I believe our tool can be helpful for any system-level
or processor-level design environment targeting data-intensive applications
on MPSoCs.
4.3 a clock model for performance analysis in mpsocs
I present another high-level approach for a rapid assessment of MPSoC de- The preliminary
presentation of this
approach [3] has been
distinguished at
SoC’2010
symposium
(http://soc.cs.
tut.fi/2010/Best_
paper_award.php).
sign [15] [94]. The concurrency of system behaviors is represented by ab-
stract clocks inspired by the synchronous reactive approach. The way these
behaviors are defined ensures by construction a correct system scheduling,
w.r.t. specified data dependencies or event precedences, on multiprocessor
execution platforms. The abstract clock modeling is flexible enough to ad-
dress adaptive system behaviors, including changes of processor frequen-
cies and task migration. The current study started during the PhD thesis
of Adolf Abdallah (October 2007 – March 2011) and is now pursued in the Adolf Abdallah is
now Assistant
Professor at Saint
Joseph University in
Beyrouth (Lebanon).
PhD thesis of Xin An (started in October 2010).
4.3.1 Related works
The static analysis of application designs with predictable behaviors, such
as in the multimedia domain, has largely considered dataflow modeling, by
using Kahn process networks (KPNs) and Synchronous dataflows (SDFs).
In [231], KPNs are used for design space exploration of multimedia appli-
cations on multiprocessor SoCs (MPSoCs). The authors do not investigate
the design of scheduling algorithms for such applications. They rather con-
sider them as a plug-in module which can be implemented as needed. As a
result, simple scheduling schemes, like first come first serve algorithms, are
considered in their experiments. In our framework, we study the admissible
scheduling requirements, and propose a correct by construction scheduling
algorithm.
4 http://www.es.ele.tue.nl/~rcorvino/tools.html.
5 ASAM: Automatic Architecture Synthesis and Application Mapping, http://www.
asam-project.org/.
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A synchronous variant of KPNs [59], referred to as N-synchronous KPNs
and based on periodic abstract clocks, has been defined with N-bounded
channels for synchronizability analysis between processes. The finite value
of the N parameter, corresponding to channels’ size, is determined via a
static analysis. Such an information can serve for memory dimensioning.
SDFs [167] capture the concurrent execution of applications and their anal-
ysis. Their authors developed a whole theory to statically schedule SDF
graphs on homogeneous architectures. They proposed techniques for con-
structing periodic admissible sequential and parallel schedules, respectively re-
ferred to as PASS and PAPS. A period in PASS is constructed by comput-
ing the balance equations on data rates, while PAPS is achieved by con-
structing acyclic precedence graphs based on a number of periods of PASS.
The proposed theory assumes homogeneity and uniform execution time on
each processor, and not necessary synchronous processors. However, when
scheduling an application on processors with different frequencies, it does
not take into account the possible delays between processor clock cycles.
Another relevant scheduling algorithm is the self-time scheduling [222] in
which a task is executed as soon as it is enabled, i.e., input data are ready.
Therefore, its implementation requires specific execution platforms such as
synchronous architectures. In [111], the authors propose an operational se-
mantics for SDF graphs to analyze the throughput by describing self-timed
executions in terms of labeled transition systems.
In [248], SDFs are used as in an optimization of streaming applications
on heterogeneous execution platforms, mixing FPGA and CPUs. They are
also used as representations in a design space exploration for multimedia
application implementation [243]. SDFs are not explicitly clocked, which is
a limitation for expressing multi-clock behaviors as required in combined
software, hardware and environment specifications. For this reason in [247],
authors consider a translation from SDF models to synchronous models.
In [238], the authors study the scheduling of real-time tasks on a heteroge-
neous platform with dynamic voltage and frequency scaling features. They
propose a heuristic scheduling algorithm to explore the mapping choices
from tasks to processor types and further frequencies with energy mini-
mization as the goal. The algorithm considers independent tasks as the in-
put, and thus requires neither to investigate the precedence relations, nor
the potential delay between processor cycles.
Finally, in [197], authors address the design of multi-periodic embedded
systems by considering the synchronous reactive approach. They study the
monoprocessor scheduling of real-time tasks resulting from a translation
of annotated synchronous dataflow programs. This study follows the usual
schedulability analysis framework relying on the pioneer work of Liu and
Layland [172]. It defines a code generation approach where given real-time
constraints are satisfied. Our approach presented in the next section rather
uses the abstract clock notion of synchronous dataflow languages to deal
with schedulability concerns on multiprocessor platforms.
4.3.2 Clock design of correct and efficient executions
Our approach enriches the usual synchronous model [29] with quantitativeFrom this section,
more details will be
found in [15].
time via abstract clocks. The resulting model provides a uniform support
for design assessment w.r.t. quantitative properties beyond those addressed
usually with the synchronous model.
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In the sequel, I introduce a few basic definitions that are considered in our
clock analysis system. We define models for application behavior, execution
hardware platform and the mapping of both.
application behavior . We consider periodic embedded applications
defined as a directed graph of tasks. These tasks exchange data according
to the connections specified in an application graph. Each task has its own
local activation clock according to which an associated sequence of events
is observed. We construct our models by using the tagged signal system
[168]. In the next, the following sets are assumed: a discrete set T of logical
instants, having a smallest element τmin, and associated with a partial order
6; and a value domain V.
Definition 1 (event) An event e is a pair (τ, v), where τ ∈ T is a logical instant,
and v ∈ V is a value.
The set E of all possible events is associated with a partial order relation ≺
such that: ∀e1 = (τ1,b1), e2 = (τ2,b2), τ1 6 τ2, τ1 6= τ2 ⇒ e1 ≺ e2.
For a task, at most one event occurs at a logical instant. Such an event
denotes the task is active at this instant. All events associated with the same
task are totally ordered over the time. Given two events from different tasks,
observed at the same logical instant, their respective precedence constraints
w.r.t. all other events must be satisfied by each other. For instance, if events
e1 and e2 occur at the same logical instant, then e1 must satisfy all prece-
dence constraints between e2 and any other events, and vice versa.
Definition 2 (task and application behavior) Given a task t, the behavior of t,
denoted by bt, is a totally ordered set of events. The behavior bT of an application
composed of a set T of tasks is a tuple (E,C,≺) where E is the set of events observed
in all task behaviors, i.e. E =
⋃
bt,t∈T , C is a precedence set composed of pairs of
events (ei, ej) such that ei ≺ ej and ≺ is a precedence relation over E.
Figure 34 illustrates an application behavior bT with T = {t0, t1, t2}, where
bt0 = {e
0
0, e
1
0},bt1 = {e
0
1, e
1
1}, bt2 = {e
0
2, e
1
2}. Each event occurrence repre-
sents a task activation. The arrows represent precedences between events.
For example, the arrow from event e02 to event e
0
0 represents e
0
0 ≺ e02. The
precedence set of this application behavior is C = {(e00, e
0
2), (e
1
0, e
2
2), (e
1
0, e
2
1)}.
The absence of arrow connection between two events means no precedence
constraint between them, e.g., event e10 and event e
0
1.
t0
t1
t2
e10
e01e00
e21e20
e11
Figure 34: An application behavior bT
The set of all possible application behaviors is denoted byB. Many embed-
ded applications have periodic behaviors. It is the case of streaming appli-
cations and time triggered applications. In our model, they are represented
by a repetition of some application behavior patterns over the time.
Definition 3 (periodic application behavior) Given a periodic application com-
posed of a set of tasks T , its behavior bT is defined as a pair (pi,ω), where pi ∈ B is
a behavior over T , repeated ω times over the time with ω ∈N∗.
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execution platform behavior . We consider an execution platform
consisting of a set of processors operating synchronously according to a ref-
erence clock and communicating via a shared memory. The platform can be
heterogeneous, meaning that different kinds of processing elements can be
supported, e.g. processors, hardware accelerators, etc. However, the charac-
teristics of all these processing elements are assumed to be known at design
time, and particularly during mapping of applications on a hardware plat-
form. They include the usual information provided in the data sheets of
processing elements, e.g. range of possible values for frequencies w.r.t. the
corresponding voltage levels.
Let P denote the set of processing elements in a platform. In our approach,
we model platform behaviors through their clock activations according to
given frequency values fi for processing elements pi ∈ P, 1 6 i 6 |P|. We
define the reference clock K of the platform with the frequency value cal-
culated as LCM(f1, ..., f|P|), where LCM denotes the least common multiple.
More concretely, the clock activations instants of the processing elements
are modeled within a trace by considering the inverse of frequency values
1/fi, i.e. their period values. They are also referred to as processing element
clock cycles in our approach.
We consider that a cycle 1/fi of a processing element pi is equal to a
(integer) number of cycles 1/LCM(f1, ..., f|P|) of the reference clock. We use
nr(pi) to denote this number. Figure 35 illustrates the behavior of a plat-
form composed of three processors p0,p1 and p2 with frequencies f1 =
100MHz, f2 = 50MHz and f3 = 40MHz.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ...
K • • • • • • • • • ...
p0 • • • • • ...
p1 • • • ...
p2 • • • ...
Figure 35: Clock trace of processors
mapping of applications on execution platforms As in usual
software/hardware codesign approaches, we define the mapping of applica-
tions on execution platforms. Such a decision usually precedes the schedul-
ing of application tasks on processing elements.
Definition 4 (software-hardware mapping) Given an application composed of
a task set T and an execution platform formed of a processing element set P, a
mapping of the application on the platform is defined as a total functionM : T → P.
In the above definition, we notice that the inverse functionM−1 : P → 2|T | of
mapping function M is not necessarily a total function since the processing
elements of a platform may not be all used for execution.
After an application/execution platforms mapping, we associate each
event e occurring in an application behavior bT with two parameters α(e/pi)
and β(e/pi), respectively representing the number of processor cycles cor-
responding to its computation and communication costs w.r.t. considered
processor elements pi. These values are specified in terms of number of
clock cycles and can be obtained statically by profiling their executions on
the target processing elements.
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scheduling of applications on platforms . The scheduling de-
cides when to execute the tasks specified in an application graph on selected
processing elements of a platform from a mapping choice. Here, we assume
that the events belonging to the same task behavior are always executed on
the same processor, and the execution of a single event is non-preemptive.
In existing literature [240], four basic scheduling problems are distin-
guished: i) the unconstrained scheduling (UCS) consisting in finding a fea-
sible (or optimal) schedule w.r.t. a set of operations O, a set of unit types U,
a mapping function m : O → U and a partial order on O denoting prece-
dence constraints; ii) the time-constrained scheduling (TCS) and iii) resource-
constrained scheduling (RCS) problems, which respectively add time and re-
source constraints on UCS problem; and iv) the time- and resource-constrain-
ed scheduling (TRCS) problem, combining both TCS and RCS. To solve
these problems, four scheduling techniques are discussed, namely as soon as
possible/as late as possible ASAP/ALAP scheduling, list scheduling, force-
directed scheduling and integer linear programming (ILP).
In our solution, we address an RCS problem with a list scheduling tech-
nique, which is a common choice for solving this problem [240]. We do not
use ILP, which can also solve RCS problems, because of its inevitable cost to
guarantee optimism and its unsuitability to deal with adaptive system be-
haviors. The scheduling algorithm defined in the following aims to define
at which logical instants w.r.t. the reference clock, task events are executed
on processing elements.
For convenience, we represent the schedules of tasks by means of a ternary
abstract clock encoding. Such an abstract clock is a ternary-valued string over
{−1, 0, 1}. The values 1 and 0 respectively represent the active and idle instants
of a processing element executing some tasks w.r.t. the reference clock. The
meaning of the value −1 is contextual: a sequence of −1 means active at
these instants if it is preceded by 1, otherwise it denotes idle.
The scheduling of an application behavior (E,C,≺) consists of the schedul-
ing of its elementary events E w.r.t. C. We first define the scheduling of an
event. Based on it, we introduce three requirements regarding admissibility.
Definition 5 (schedule of an event) A schedule of an event e on a processor p
with parameters α(e/p), β(e/p) and nr(pi) is a ternary clock:
clk(e/p)pos = (1(−1)
(α(e/p)+β(e/p))∗nr(p)−1)pos
where the subscript pos denote a reference position on the reference clock, indicating
the start instant of e on p.
The schedule of an event encodes the beginning and the duration of the
event execution, respectively denoted by pos and the length of its corre-
sponding scheduling clock. In Figure 36, the schedule of event e10 of task
t0 on p0, where α+ β = 1 and nr(pi) = 1, is (1(−1))4. This means from
instant number 4 (according to reference clock), processor p0 executes e10
during the length of the clock (1(−1)).
Figure 36 shows three ternary clocks, representing the scheduling of the
application behavior given in Figure 34 on the processors considered in
Figure 35. For instance, from the ternary clock denoted by clk(t0/p0) (i.e.,
scheduling of task t0 on processing element p0), the execution of event e00
starts from the very first instant of the reference clock, and takes one clock
cycle of p0. The execution of event e10 starts at the fourth instant of the
reference clock and takes one cycle. Between their executions, the clock has
two idle instants.
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In these ternary clocks, the value 1 indicates the logical instant at which
the execution of the actions related to an event starts on the associated pro-
cessor. The sequence of −1’s following this value represents the duration
of the whole event execution. The value 0 indicates the instant at which
either an event has to wait for execution or task behaviors run to comple-
tion. Typically, a wait of event may happen upon i) synchronization w.r.t.
precedence constraints, i.e., its preceding events have not finished, and ii)
resource unavailability, i.e., its mapped processor is running another event.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
p0 • • • • •
clk(t0/p0) 1 −1 0 −1 1 −1
clk(t1/p0) 0 1 −1 0 −1 −1 1 −1
p1 • • • •
clk(t2/p1) 1 −1 −1 0 −1 −1 1 −1 −1
Figure 36: An example of task schedules in terms of ternary clocks
A nice feature of periodic ternary clocks is their compact representation.
In Figure 36, the ternary clock clk(t2/p1) is written as 1(−1)20(−1)21(−1)2,
where the exponent denotes the number of repetitions. Such a notation is
quite adequate when manipulating periodic ternary clocks that capture the
execution of periodic embedded applications on MPSoCs.
Definition 6 (correct schedule of a task behavior) A correct schedule of a task
behavior bt = (E,C,≺) on a mapped processor p is a ternary clock clk(bt/p), de-
fined by the schedules of all events e ∈ E such that the event precedence constraints
defined by C are all satisfied.
Typically, the schedule of a task behavior is constructed by synthesizing
the schedules of all its events, i.e., by assembling their scheduling clocks
properly according to their position pos, together with waiting 0’s in be-
tween if needed. Figure 37 gives three possible admissible schedules w.r.t.
the example of Figure 36.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
p0 • • • • •
clk(t0/p0) 1 −1 0 −1 1 −1
clk(t1/p1) 0 −1 1 −1 0 −1 −1 −1 1 −1
p1 • • • •
clk(t2/p1) 0 −1 −1 1 −1 −1 1 −1 −1
Figure 37: Admissible task schedules in terms of ternary clocks
Given the above definition, we define a correct schedule of an application
behavior on a MPSoC platform as follows.
Definition 7 (correct schedule of application behavior) A correct schedule of
an application behavior bT on an execution platform P w.r.t. a mappingM : T → P
is a set of correct schedules of all tasks, i.e. {clk(t/M(t)), t ∈ T }.
The schedule of an application behavior bT on an MPSoC is represented
as a set of ternary clocks, which correspond to the schedules of all its task
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behaviors. We have defined and implemented an algorithm that automati-
cally generate correct application schedules on a multiprocessor execution
platform, from given input specifications [15]. For periodic application be-
haviors, the resulting schedules are similar to those observed for regular
static scheduling techniques applied in SDFs [35] or loop scheduling for
software pipelining [235]. They may also serve to capture time-triggered
application behaviors.
about adaptive behaviors . In the introductory chapter of this docu-
ment, I pointed out the necessity for adaptivity in embedded systems, with
respect to various factors: environment, execution platform, etc. Our clock-
based reasoning framework has been extended accordingly to cope with
adaptive system behaviors. To facilitate the generation of correct schedules
in such cases, we propose a support to address typical adaptation requests
like frequency variation and task migration. The ternary clock traces cap-
turing a scheduling of an application can feature behaviors in which the
processor allocations for tasks can change during execution. In the same
way, behaviors featuring processor frequency changes during execution, e.g.
for energy saving, can be described. In the current implementation for adap-
tive behaviors, the points in time where these changes occur are specified
statically, before the scheduling.
4.3.3 Performance analysis based on ternary clocks
With the generated scheduling clocks of tasks and processors, various per-
formance parameters can be analyzed in our framework.
The scheduling clocks of processors characterize the execution states of
processors over the time. Given the scheduling clock sclk(pi) of a processor
pi ∈ P, it is quite direct to compute its execution time ET(pi) and usage
ratio UR(pi) (useful for assessing the execution efficiency of pi) as follows:
• ET(pi) = |sclk(pi)| ∗ 1LCM(fi,...f|P|)
• UR(pi) = buzy_cycles(sclk(pi))buzy_cycles(sclk(pi))+idle_cycles(sclk(pi))
where functions buzy_cycles(sclk(pi)) and idle_cycles(sclk(pi)) count the
number of busy processor cycles and of idle processor cycles of a scheduling
clock respectively.
The global execution time of an application behavior A = (E,C,≺), is the
maximal execution time among all its mapped processors pi ∈ P:
ET(A,P) = max{ET(pi),pi ∈ P}.
The other interesting performance parameter is the energy consumptions.
Our framework is able to compute it, if provided with corresponding profil-
ing results. For instance, given the energy consumption values for a busy cy-
cle and for an idle cycle of a processor pi ∈ P, denoted by busy_nrj(pi) and
idle_nrj(pi) respectively, as well as its resulting scheduling clock sclk(pi),
we compute the energy consumptions EC(pi) of processor pi as follows:
EC(pi) = ECbuzy + ECidle
where component ECbuzy = buzy_cycles(sclk(pi))∗busy_nrj(pi) and com-
ponent ECidle = idle_cycles(sclk(pi)) ∗ idle_nrj(pi).
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For a whole application A = (E,C,≺) executed on a set of processors
pi ∈ P, its global energy consumption is obtained as:
EPC(A,P) =
∑
pi∈P
EPC(pi).
Beyond the above way to deal with energy, our clock model enables fur-
ther reasoning possibilities about energy. For instance, we can consider the
slack time of executed tasks, usually defined as the difference between their
completion time and their associated deadline time. According to different
frequency values of mapped processors, our ternary clock trace allows one
to observe the variations of slack times. In particular, lower frequency val-
ues lead to longer completion times, hence shorter slack times. As a result,
the configurations with shorter slack times are the best candidates for re-
duced6 energy consumption. While this reasoning is somehow qualitative
(in the sense that the energy consumption is not calculated to identify such
configurations), the consumed energy EC can be estimated quantitatively
as the product of execution time ET with power consumption information,
obtained from profiling on given experimental platforms.
Finally, the scheduling clocks of tasks can be used to analyze the distance
between the executions of two communicating events from different task
behaviors within the same application period. Let us consider two commu-
nicating tasks A and B, where A produces a data block to feed B in each
period. By computing the distance, and the number of produced events by
A within this distance, we get indications about the required buffer size.
4.3.4 Implementation of the clock-based framework
System Speciﬁcation
- application
- architecture
- mapping
- proﬁling data
- scheduling order
- adaptivity req.
Non-adaptive 
Scheduler Synthesis
Result Display in GTKWave
Performance Analysis
Adaptive 
Scheduler Synthesis
CLASSY
Figure 38: Overview the CLASSY tool.
Our prototype tool, named CLASSY (for CLock AnalySis SYstem), im-
plements the modeling, scheduling and analysis approaches described in
previous sections. It has around one thousand Java code lines and consists
of the following modules as shown in Figure 38:
System specification provides interface for the user to define: application
behavior (including task behaviors, precedence relation), execution
platform behavior (including processors and frequencies), application-
architecture mapping, performance analysis parameters like number
6 We notice another way for energy minimizing, that consists in switching off processors tem-
porarily when their assigned tasks are finished. In particular, it is interesting when the slack
time is very long. However, switching on a processor has some cost in terms of delay and en-
ergy, which is necessary to bring the processor in a stable state for a new execution. This can
increase the overall cost if it happens very frequently.
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of cycles evaluated for the computation of events and energy consump-
tions regarding the idle and active cycles of processors, and adaptation
requirements (either frequency changing or task migration).
CLASSY which implements the heart of the tool by providing the ways
to generate either application admissible schedules w.r.t. the system
specification. The result comprises a set of scheduling clocks includ-
ing the scheduling clocks of all tasks as well as the composed schedul-
ing clocks of processors. It features either adaptive behaviors or not,
according to the input specification requirements.
Performance analysis part of the tool computes, on the basis of gener-
ated scheduling clocks, the execution time, energy consumption as
well as the distances between two events from different tasks. This last
information is useful for estimating the waiting time between events,
and for approximating possible buffer sizes between such events when
there are some communications between their occurrences,
Result display in GTKWave generates a vcd file as an output to feed the
standard simulation visualization tool GTKWave. This enables a user-
friendly observation of resulting schedules of tasks on their mapped
processors, as well as the running states of processors. By default, the
analysis results are generated in textual form.
4.3.5 A case study
We applied our clock based approach and compared it with simulations Another case study
with the same
approach can be
found in [4]. It
covers precedence
correctness, temporal
performance and
energy consumption
analysis.
in SoCLib [1]. Before going into details about the case study, I would like
to mention that the simulations with SoCLib have been realized by Sarra
Boumedien from ENIS-Sfax during her Master thesis in the DaRT group,
from March 2011 to July 2011, under my supervison.
system specification. Let us consider a motion JPEG (M-JPEG) decod-
ing algorithm as case study application. The M-JPEG decoder applies some
filters to pixel streams for image decoding. The core algorithm manipulates
8× 8-pixels blocks and is composed of five tasks as shown in Figure 39.
Demux VLD IQ-ZZ Idct Libu
Figure 39: Application graph specifying the motion JPEG decoder
To execute the M-JPEG decoder, we consider a multiprocessor platform
with a shared multi-bank memory, which can be configured to support up
to five processors interconnected with a bus or a network-on-chip (NoC).
The studied mapping configurations are summarized in Table 6. We con-
sider up to five processors {p1,p2,p3,p4,p5}. For instance, in configuration
number 1, all M-JPEG tasks are executed on processor p1 while in config-
uration number 2, the successive tasks Demux, Vld, Iqzz are executed on
p1 and the successive tasks Idct and Libu are executed on p2. In configu-
ration number 3 also the same processors are considered, but the defined
mapping does not select successive tasks to execute on the same processor.
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We refer to configurations like the number 2 as successive task mappings and
configurations like the number 3 as non successive task mappings.
Configuration IDs Mapping configurations ({tasks, mapped processors})
1 {{Demux, Vld, Iqzz, Idct, Libu}, p1}
2 {{Demux, Vld, Iqzz},p1},{{Idct, Libu},p2}
3 {{Demux, Iqzz, Libu},p1}, {{Vld, Idct}, p2}
4 {{Demux, Vld}, p1}, {Iqzz,p2}, {{Idct, Libu}, p3}
5 {{Demux, Iqzz}, p1}, {{Vld, Libu}, p2}, {Idct, p3}
6 {Demux, p1}, {Vld, p2}, {Iqzz, p3}, {{Idct, Libu}, p4}
7 {{Demux, Libu},p1}, {Vld, p2}, {Iqzz, p3}, {Idct, p4}
8 {Demux, p1}, {Vld, p2}, {Iqzz, p3}, {Idct,p4}, {Libu,p5}
Table 6: Analyzed mapping configurations
To achieve our experiments with CLASSY, we consider a periodic behav-
ior of the decoder, illustrated in Figure 40. It is composed of two parts:
1. an initialization part, indicated by a blue curve, where some initial
communications are achieved between the Demux task and the Vld
and Iqzz tasks;
2. a periodic part, indicated by a red curve, which is repeated 36 times
and consists of pixel block-wise decoding of an image.
Demux
VLD
IQ-ZZ
Idct
Libu
361
e1demux e2demux e3demux
e1iqzz e2iqzz
e1vld e2vld
e1idct
e1libu
Figure 40: Application behavior for M-JPEG.
Table 7 gives the profiling data α(e) + β(e) corresponding to each event
e shown in Figure 40. The given values are average values obtained from a
profiling of the application in SoCLib.
comparison of simulation results . A part of the simulation re-
sults obtained from our clock-based approach on the M-JPEG are reported
in Figure 41, together with those observed with SoCLib. They represent the
temporal performances associated with the mapping configurations summa-
rized in Table 6. In Figures 41a and 41b all processors always operate at the
same frequency, while it is not the case in Figures 41c and 41d. Two system
implementations are considered in SoCLib according to the communication
infrastructure: bus versus NoC.
The experiments show that our clock-based approach yields results with
similar tendency as those obtained with SoCLib. The precision of the results
provided by CLASSY appears good when compared to the NoC-based re-
sults. However, it is not the case when considering the bus-based results.
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(a) Successive task mappings (proc. with same frequency).
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(b) Non successive task mappings (proc. with same frequency).
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(c) Successive task mappings (proc. without same frequency)
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(d) Non successive task mappings (proc. without same frequency)
Figure 41: Execution times for M-JPEG decoder on an image: CLASSY vs SoCLib
cycle-accurate simulations (comm. via bus and NoC).
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Tasks Observed events Num. of repetitions Num. of processor cycles
Demux e1demux 1 12651
e2demux 1 21032
e3demux 36 2464
Vld e1vld 1 28042
e2vld 36 3007
Iqzz e1iqzz 1 1668
e2iqzz 36 4946
Idct e1idct 36 8978
Libu e1libu 36 1496
Table 7: Profiling data about M-JPEG tasks as inputs for CLASSY.
This observation is explained by the fact that NoCs offer higher communi-
cation performances than buses. The execution time obtained with NoCs is
therefore shorter thanks to reduced communication time. In addition, possi-
ble bus access conflicts, which increase the communication overhead, lead to
lower performances compared to NoC-based implementations. This issue is
usually observed when the number of processors sharing the same bus gets
higher. This may explain the increase of the execution time in Figure 41b,
from configuration number 5 (three processors) to configuration number 8
(five processors). Since in our clock-based model of the M-JPEG application,
the approximation of input profiling data given in Table 7 does not cover
such communication overheads, the obtained results are less precise w.r.t.
bus-based implementations.
For the results obtained with processors operating at different frequencies
in CLASSY, i.e. Figures 41c and 41d, the initialization part of the M-JPEG
application behavior in Figure 40, has been scheduled first on the processor
with the highest frequency.
On the other hand, to achieve the whole experiment (i.e., configure, ex-
ecute and report), our approach requires a few minutes while SoClib ne-
cessitates several hours. Since it is faster and more flexible due to its high
abstraction level, it must be considered for an early rapid exploration to
reduce a design space, before applying simulation and prototyping.
4.3.6 Benefits of proposal for existing frameworks
Our approach is a cost-effective and relevant means to facilitate the earlyAs a useful
complement, the
reader could refer to
[94] for a more
general clock-based
approach addressing
the design and
analysis of streaming
applications together
with their
environment and
execution platforms.
analysis of design choices, before applying more advanced techniques, e.g.
simulation and prototyping, which can be tedious are very expensive for
complex designs. It does not aim to replace completely these techniques
since its accuracy is limited due to the high abstraction; instead, it is an ideal
complement to them. It is suitable for environments such as those adopting
platform-based design [217], where high-level specifications of application
functionality and hardware architecture are refined with well-characterized
intellectual properties (IPs) and analyzed so as to rapidly converge towards
design requirements.
The defined clock model can also play the role of a support for studying
the parallelism level in data-intensive applications described in Gaspard2.
Basically, the specification of an application in RSM expresses the potential
(massive) parallelism inherent to algorithms. Since it is often the case that
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the actual embedded execution platforms do not offer all required proces-
sors for a full parallel execution, one has to deal with more constrained par-
allelism levels that fit well for an efficient execution. Our clock model can be
used to tackle this issue by addressing various task concurrency scenarios
via application behavior models and their associated schedules.
Finally, our clock model is a good candidate as an internal model for
the analysis of specifications defined in, e.g. SDFs, synchronous languages
or CCSL [16], in which clocks are manipulated as first-class citizens. The
translation from SDFs can be defined based on periodic behavior traces cor-
responding to their self-time scheduling as illustrated in [247], while this is
quite straightforward from the other formalisms since they manipulate very
similar concepts.
4.4 summary and discussion
In this chapter, an overview of my recent studies has been presented on
design space exploration for MPSoCs in the Gaspard2 framework.
on dse for efficient data transfer and storage . I exploited
the complementarity of the capabilities offered by RSM and the synchronous
reactive modeling. The former provides a useful way for application refac-
toring by applying its associated loop-like transformations to specifications.
This allows various optimizations of a given application, for a range of target
implementation platform. In this context, implementations with optimized
data transfer and storage capabilities have been investigated. An MPSoC ar-
chitecture template has been considered as a support for the realization of
such implementations. I studied two possible encodings of the exploration
problem by considering integer linear programming and an abstract clock
formalization (inspired by synchronous languages). The latter was more ex-
pressive for reasoning on data accesses.
An important future research direction to this part of this contributions
concerns the integration of further loop transformations in the presented
method in order to explore more refactoring impacts on application im-
plementations. Furthermore, the applicability of the proposed approach to
hardware architecture exploration for application-specific instruction set pro-
cessors is a promising perspective.
on our clock model for performance analysis in mpsocs . Be-
yond the above study, which primarily targets communication concerns in
MPSoCs, I have been developing a new design analysis framework that fully
relies on abstract clocks. According to this framework, the executions of ap-
plications on multiprocessor platforms are encoded by clock traces, which
are usable to assess to analyze both behavioral correctness and computa-
tion performance. The adaptivity of these executions has been taken into
account. A preliminary comparison of this approach with an existing state-
of-the-art framework shows promising results. The solution offered by this
clock-based framework is to be considered as complementary of those ob-
tained with simulations at low levels or physical prototyping. While it is less
precise, it permits however to address design correctness and efficiency very
rapidly at a negligible cost. This is an important advantage when dealing
with the analysis of large and complex design spaces. In fact, the accuracy
of approach quite depends on required input profiling information.
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Future works include the integration of some heuristics in the proposed
framework in order to make the design space exploration automatic. An
example is to minimize energy consumption while still meeting a deadline.
One can play with exploring the mappings or scheduling orders choices
to achieve this. On the other hand, the clock-based analysis performed by
CLASSY currently considers only a rough model of communications, which
can lead to incoherent observations regarding an actual system execution,
e.g. when resource access conflicts occur. So, one needs to investigate mod-
els of communication performances that reflect typical system architecture
configurations. An important challenge is the approximation of the non de-
terministic behavior of communications, typically in presence of irregular
memory access patterns when manipulating sparse matrices. The literature
provides existing works that could be considered as possible inspiration. For
instance in [48], authors propose a model for performance prediction and
evaluation in point-to-point distributed communications for regular access
patterns. In [209] [182], authors investigate an analysis technique in order
to derive communication delay bounds and energy consumption in NoCs.
While these techniques often adopt analytic models, specific methods like
machine learning-based regression can be considered as in [144].
final opinion on the presented contributions . The results pre-
sented in this chapter are very recent and are still under development. They
open a real opportunity to address the effective design space exploration
for MPSoCs using RSM and synchronous reactive modeling paradigms.
Their implementation within prototype tools, currently used in the Euro-
pean ASAM project by Rosilde Corvino and in the French ANR Famous
project by Xin An, is a first promising step towards an adoption of the pro-
posed techniques.
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The contributions presented in this document addressed the design of em-
bedded systems, more generally implemented on distributed or multipro-
cessor execution platforms, such as multiprocessor systems-on-chip (MP-
SoCs). They considered the polychronous modeling (related to synchronous
reactive approach), to specify and reason on the correctness of system con-
currency. This choice has been motivated by all related advantages of such a
modeling (expressivity, formal foundations, rich tool-set...), on which I have
been strongly working for twelve years, in collaboration with colleagues at
IRISA in Rennes (France) and Fermat Lab at Virginia Tech (VA, USA). Since
I joined the DaRT group at LIFL in Lille (France) seven years ago, I have
been developing a new design vision, which fosters the combination of the
polychronous modeling with the repetitive structure modeling (RSM). RSM
offers complementary design capabilities that are well-suited for parallelism
expression at different levels in MPSoCs: application software, hardware ar-
chitecture topology, hardware/software allocation.
5.1 overview of contributions
Based on the above two modeling paradigms, my contributions were orga-
nized into three chronological steps, corresponding to the three chapters
following the introductory chapter in this document, as follows:
Chapter 2 presented the polychronous design of distributed embedded sys-
tems [96] [44] in Signal language [93], which covers my early works
since my PhD. First, it discussed the definition of an adequate design
methodology and its usage opportunity within the Signal design en-
vironment, Polychrony. This methodology included the definition of
a library of various asynchronous mechanism models for communica-
tion, synchronization and execution, and the usage of specific program
transformations to derive a correct distributed design of an application.
Second, my studies on static analysis of combined logical/numerical
clock properties in polychronous specifications [97] [147] have been re-
ported. In particular, they concerned a usage of satisfiability modulo
theory for the pragmatic reasoning on polychronous specifications has
been exposed. Part of these works will keep on being investigated by
the Espresso group at IRISA, in which I started my research, and the
Fermat Lab at Virginia Tech.
Chapter 3 exposed a set of contributions obtained since my arrival in the
DaRT group at LIFL. I have proposed a joint exploitation of both RSM
and polychronous modeling paradigms to deal with the design of re-
active data-intensive applications. The aim is to bridge the gap be-
tween data-parallel programming models manipulating multidimen-
sional arrays and the synchronous dataflow programming model for
an adequate design of target applications. In order to deal with time
and dynamic behavior changes in RSM models of applications, an ex-
tension of RSM with reactive control modeling features [210] and its
refinement towards synchronous dataflow languages [103] have been
80
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presented. Thanks to this refinement, relevant properties of RSM appli-
cation designs become analyzable by using the rich verification tool-set
dedicated to synchronous languages [105]. These contributions have
been defined in the Gaspard2 codesign environment, dedicated to
high-performance SoCs [107].
Chapter 4 presented my recent contributions focusing more on the effi-
cient implementation and execution of data-intensive applications on
MPSoCs. I have explored some hardware architecture properties by us-
ing high-level modeling, in order to identify the best implementation
choices of an embedded system. This has been achieved again by con-
sidering the complementarity of RSM and polychronous modeling. A
design space exploration (DSE) approach has been proposed to inves-
tigate implementations of applications, which provide optimized data
transfer and storage capabilities [63] [64]. A complementary approach
has been developed as a new design analysis framework according to
which both behavioral correctness and computation performances can
be dealt with [94] [4] [3]. It has been extended to support adaptive
system execution. Both approaches aim to cover DSE concerns from
communication and computation perspectives.
5.2 future research topics
My contributions strongly promote high-level modeling for the design and
reasoning on systems. I believe high-level modeling offers a very relevant
groundwork to address important features of future embedded systems,
e.g., parallelism, adaptivity and heterogeneity. The approaches I have been
studying are still deserving of more investigation, in a tight relation with
hardware level details for a more accurate assessment of implementations.
I have already drawn a certain number of short-term and in-the-medium-
term research perspectives, in the summary and discussion sections of each
chapter. Below, I give three major sub-topics that I would like to address
in the next years. Figure 42 illustrates the central idea as a continuum from
high-level models to efficient implementations on adaptive MPSoCs.
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overview. The first sub-topic about my future research activities con-
cerns the synergistic exploitation of capabilities of synchronous dataflow
languages and data-parallel languages for an efficient codesign-aware compi-
lation for MPSoCs. It will largely benefit from the results already presented
in this document. The second sub-topic refines the first one by dealing with
the safe management of MPSoC adaptivity, which would rely on advanced
technique such as discrete controller synthesis. The last sub-topic aims to
gather fine-grain observations on system execution at lower abstraction lev-
els, i.e., close to hardware architecture, for an accurate observations for MPSoC
adaptivity management. There are several common points between these three
research sub-topics and the challenges identified recently by the European
Network of Excellence HiPEAC (High Performance and Embedded Archi-
tecture and Compilation) [77].
5.2.1 Towards a codesign-aware compilation for MPSoCs
The efficient execution of data-parallel applications with temporal constraints
on adaptive MPSoCs requires compilation techniques which adequately ex-
ploit the characteristics of execution platforms, together with existing pro-
gram analysis and transformations. Our works presented in Chapters 3
and 4 have sketched a bridge between the RSM formalism, which manip-
ulates arrays and loops to describe regular data-intensive algorithms, and
synchronous dataflow languages that adopt abstract clocks to describe reac-
tive behaviors. These languages are associated with domain-specific compi-
lation techniques that are deserving of reconciliation. On the one hand, the
well-established polyhedral compilation applied, e.g., to RSM or the Alpha
language [183] provides an efficient handling of multidimensional arrays
and loop transformations [84] [85] [170]. It is well-suited for an efficient
generation of nested loop code. On the other hand, the rich clock calculi
implemented within compilers of synchronous dataflow languages, e.g. Sig-
nal [10] or Lucid Synchrone [37], allow a powerful analysis of control and
synchronization issues in reactive programs. They permitted very interest-
ing clock-driven compilation strategies that produce control flow-optimized
sequential code.
A seamless combination of all these capabilities, where the provided anal-
yses and optimizations are applied with respect to MPSoC codesign con-
straints will be new and extremely interesting. Typically, the potential loop
transformations applied to data-parallel applications must be tightly aware
of execution platform configurations. They can be driven by the target ar-
chitectures of memory (e.g., multi-level caches or not) and processing ele-
ments (e.g., pipeline or not), as well as the performance characteristics of
the architecture elements (e.g., CPU or hardware accelerator). Conversely,
some function-specific analyses (e.g., communication or synchronization
constraints regarding computations) may lead to application optimizations,
which can have an impact on the way execution platform configurations are
defined. This will open a real opportunity for aggressive optimizations of
implementations for a wide range of performance-demanding MPSoCs, e.g.,
dedicated to multimedia applications.
The ideas illustrated in the analysis and DSE techniques presented in
Chapter 4 may be considered in a new compilation framework for an effi-
cient mapping of applications on MPSoC platforms. They would also serve
to reason on both memory (data storage and transfer) and time require-
ments (related to synchronization of computation entities or events, real-
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time properties and temporal performances). There is to some extent a par-
allel between the vision advocated here and the observation of Lee about
the need of time in computing, especially for a successful development
of cyber-physical systems1 [166]. Indeed, the usual abstraction levels consid-
ered for both programming and compilation should be made more physical
resource-aware beyond the pure functional aspects, in order to fully exploit
the characteristics of embedded systems.
Note that in many existing works dealing with similar analysis and op-
timization techniques, compilation concerns are mostly confined to appli-
cation functionality [230], [129], [220], [186]. The originality of the research
topic advocated in this section lies in that these concerns should be covered
from the global MPSoC codesign viewpoint.
5.2.2 Safe management of adaptivity in MPSoC codesign
Adaptivity is a major ingredient to the reliability and performance of MP-
SoCs. In my previous contributions (see Chapters 3 and 4), I considered the
management of system adaptivity by identifying the possible system behav-
ioral modes before execution. Then, automata are used to describe the mode
switching according to identified condition events. The advantage is that a
typical verification technique like model-checking can be directly applied to
check the correctness of expected control behavior.
However, with the increasing complexity of modern embedded systems,
such an approach will become very tedious, if not infeasible. One reason
comes from a growing number of controllable and uncontrollable variables
in systems, which leads to complex specification and verification of con-
troller’s properties that guarantee a correct adaptivity management. The
recent advances in the connection of discrete controller synthesis (DCS) tech-
niques to synchronous programming [40] [74] let me foresee an interesting
opportunity to apply them in order to deal with this challenge. The advan-
tage of DCS is that a reconfiguration controller can be automatically gen-
erated with existing tools [181] from a specification of expected control ob-
jectives. The synthesized controller is correct-by-construction, which saves
long and tedious verification efforts.
DCS can be very useful for virtualization, which is a notable trend in MP-
SoCs implementation, where m virtual machines are hosted and executed
on n physical computers, with m > n. The access to physical computer re-
sources by virtual machines is under the control of a monitor, referred to as
hypervisor [7]. This enables a flexible dynamic resource management, e.g.,
for load balancing or task migration. DCS could be considered for a suitable
production of hypervisors meeting the requirements for an efficient resource
management, as suggested in [32].
Recently, we have started a preliminary work that aims to investigate a
similar question by considering DCS for the design of reconfigurable em-
bedded systems. This work is part of a collaboration between Inria Lille,
Inria Grenoble and Université de Bretagne Sud, within the framework of the
French ANR Famous project to which I am participating. It covers a part
of the ongoing PhD thesis of Xin An [14]. The insights expected from this
1 According to Wikipedia (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyber-physical_system), “A cyber-
physical system (CPS) is a system featuring a tight combination of, and coordination between,
the system’s computational and physical elements. Today, a precursor generation of cyber-
physical systems can be found in areas as diverse as aerospace, automotive, chemical processes,
civil infrastructure, energy, healthcare, manufacturing, transportation, entertainment, and con-
sumer appliances. This generation is often referred to as embedded systems”.
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study will certainly serve as a solid basis for me to tackle the issues men-
tioned above.
Accordingly, the compilation issues mentioned in the previous section
should be considered more generally in such a dynamic management of
system adaptivity, for better execution performances. In [232], a compiler
support is used to enable an area-efficient implementation of a streaming
application on dynamically reconfigurable processors. Further techniques
such as auto-tuning [17] and Just-in-Time (JIT) compilers [158] [58], may be
useful ingredients.
5.2.3 Accurate observations for MPSoC adaptivity management
To achieve an efficient codesign-aware compilation for adaptive MPSoCs, it
is important to have a close look at lower layers in systems. As a matter of
fact, this would provide fine-grain observations regarding the variation of
performance metrics in a system, e.g., voltage, frequency, power. Thus, it is
very important to take into account state-of-the-art techniques enabling us
to get access to these information in a suitable and flexible manner.
Simulation techniques offer fine-grain observations about system behav-
iors, which are useful to address the design of computer system architec-
tures. The results they provide may be considered to define a model of
execution performance variations for a system, according to some identified
configurations. SystemC has been used to define simulators at different ab-
straction levels, including the transaction-level modeling (TLM) [5] in the
SoCLib environment [1]. In the same way, instruction set simulators (ISS’s)
[19] have been considered for the simulation of MPSoCs. The open-source
and extensible Gem5 framework2 provides a solution for computer system
architecture design exploration by enabling the simulation of one or more
computer systems. I am currently supervising a Master thesis by Mohamed-
Hédi Ghaddab (from ENIS – Sfax, from February 2012 to June 2012) on
simulation experiments with this framework. A survey of similar existing
simulators can be found in [193].
Beyond simulation, other similar techniques may also be considered, such
as post-silicon measurements that help to accurately capture hardware vari-
ability [236], e.g., via the notion of hardware signatures [200]. Such a notion
is defined by the post-manufacturing chip performance and power num-
bers crucial for the applications executed on an adaptive MPSoC. Typically,
for multimedia applications, which often involve real-time and power con-
sumption constraints, a signature can include the frequency deviations of
hardware components and the leakage power dissipation values.
Thanks to the above two techniques, one may reasonably expect accurate
input information to build some relevant static models of execution perfor-
mance variations, usable by a controller to select configurations. Neverthe-
less, the accurate management of MPSoC adaptivity also calls for an on-line
selection of correct and optimal execution configurations. Embedded sys-
tems often run under varying conditions, which are discovered only during
execution time, e.g., evolution of power consumption, presence of resource
contention, interaction events from environment. Thus, the occurrences of
adaptivity events are often unpredictable. These events should be observed
and treated on-line during executions. Note that hardware signatures can
also be measured on-line during system execution at regular points in time.
Then, they would better reflect the actual performance variations.
2 http://www.m5sim.org/wiki/index.php/Main_Page.
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This part of my research perspectives is clearly a key step towards hard-
ware-level design issues. Since I am not familiar enough with these issues, a
good starting point is to consider my collaboration with colleagues having a
strong background in microelectronics, such as the partners in the Famous
ANR project, from Université de Bretagne Sud and Université de Bourgogne.
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